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INTRODUCTION

AND SO HERE WE ARE… it’s 1966
and, as we will see, a vast array of new
sights and sounds will hit the record racks
over the course of the next twelve months.
From The Beatles and The Beach Boys,
Byrds and Dylan, Monkees, Stones, to The
Kinks, Hollies and Hermits, the shelves
will be awash with the colors and the
artistic fonts as the impact of Carnaby
Street and swinging London begins to
make its mark on, not only the fashion
industry, not only the music industry, but
the greater populous of the U.K. and
beyond.
Indeed, in the streets of Los Angeles, and
in the clubs around this vast American
metropolis, the impact from overseas still
resonates as much as it had two years
previous when the so-called British
In v a s i o n , l e d b y t h e m o p - t o p p e d
foursome, swept in like a tidal wave and
washed away much of what had gone
before. Now, the newer acts coming
through, The Byrds, Sonny & Cher, The
Association are swayed in both appearance
and sound by the British beat and style…
v

but was ’66 really the year that the album
cover really made its mark? The sounds
may be changing, influences may be
coming in from further afield, appearances
may be changing, hair is getting longer,
pants are getting wider, tops are getting
brighter… but is the record industry quite
ready for this yet? Possibly not…
The Beatles, always one step ahead, and
having previously given us glimpses of
what was to come with the fish-eye lens of
Ru b b e r S o u l a n d ( s o n e a r l y ) t h e
outrageously (apparently) oﬀensive images
of the proposed butcher sleeve of Yesterday
& Today (before the Capitol executives
looked aghast, took a stance and played
safely with the alternate suitcase sleeve),
made the first tr ue statement when
Revolver appeared, with a design courtesy
of artist (and musician friend) Klaus
Voormann, delightfully displayed with its
black and white spaghetti-haired montage
of cuttings and doodles. This was a world
away from the smiley cheesy faces that
adorned many a vinyl releases of the
preceding few months.

Both Pet Sounds and Blonde on Blonde had
appeared in May of that year, Aftermath
had appeared the month before and Fifth
Dimension wa s imminent, but when
Revolver arrived in the stores during
August of 1966 it was the first real
statement that said art accompanied art
and it shouldn’t just be packaged in a
protective sleeve of a glossy safety blanket
and plastic bubble wrap. The sleeve and
the sounds they housed were becoming a
unified statement of artistic intent – and
the artists themselves were becoming
more powerful as their own integrity and
input increased. But it to be was 1967 than
the concept became complete. Don’t ask a
complete ‘what’ (and then tell me the
source of that quote)… just listen, hold and
look.
Between The Buttons suggested, then Their
Satanic Majesties Request went overboard,
vi

Something Else By, Younger Than Yesterday,
John Wesley Harding and Butterfly all took
the next step, Forever Changes, Grateful
Dead, Days Of Future Passed and Pisces
Aquarius Capricorn & Jones Ltd delivered.
And then came Disraeli Gears (November
’67) and Axis Bold As Love (December ’67).
Yet, despite the innovative designs, the
overbearing clashes of pastels and paints,
i n a l l h o n e s t y, t h e y a l l p a l e d i n to
insignificance and got lost in the shadows
of the groundbreaking package that was
Pepper.
When Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band
hit the racks on June 1st 1967 a new dawn
was breaking. Hands were probably
trembling as the glorious gatefold was
unfurled for the very first time revealing
the foursome in their multi-colored
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splendor. But it didn’t end there for the
rear of the sleeve featured the lyrics to all
of the songs held within (and without)…
and then there was the additional surprise
of the insert. Not only was the traditional
white paper protective sleeve eschewed for

one of pastel reds and pinks but the
inclusion of a cardboard insert containing
pop-out mustaches, military stripes and
badges was a joy to behold. With nary a
t h o u g h t to f u t u r e v a l u e t h e
amount
of
pre-teen
pubescents who probably
increased the quantity
of
u p p e r- l i p p e d
hairiness around the
globe was unnervingly
s c a r y… a n d s o i t
should be. For was the
album cover really
designed to play such an
important part in our society?
What was the very first LP record to be
housed in a color sleeve? Whose crazy idea
was this? Reportedly, one Alex Steinweiss,
an art director for Columbia Records, is
credited as being the one who first
conceived the idea of presenting the
then-78 speed records in a color package
during the late 1930s, and when both the
45rm and 33rpm editions began pressing
the following decade the creation of these
designs developed forth.
Not that Pepper was the first gatefold
slee ve, of course. Far f rom it. El la
Fitgerald’s Sings The Cole Porter Songbook
appeared back in 1956, albeit as a
d o u b l e - L P, a n d T h e B e a c h B o y s
themselves had seen the expansive
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packaging utilized to their benefit back in
’64 with their single vinyl issue of The
Beach Boys Concert album, one that came
with a booklet attached inside to boot,
and The Beach Boys Party! release, the
following year, also saw this format
developed once again, but Pepper
was potentially the first time it
was all viewed as a complete
package, certainly as a single
vinyl release. From the music
inside, to the gatefold sleeve,
to the insert and protective
inner, it was created as the
complete deal.
Then, in 1968, it went one step further
with The Small Faces initially presenting
their impressive Ogden’s Nut Gone Flake LP
in a circular metal tin - despite the fact
that no-one had even considered it may
roll oﬀ the shelf, which it did…
Of all of the bands and/or artists who are
comparable to The Beach Boys during
their 1962-73 creative peak then surely The
Beatles, The Rolling Stones and The Four
Seasons come closest in quantity (with
maybe U.K.’s dearly beloved Hollies also
worthy of a mention)… although I shall
leave it to you, dear reader, to decide on a
comparison in quality.
The Beatles dropped out of the race in
1970 but, as is mentioned throughout this

project, gave us a reasonable handful, and
then some, of alternate U.K./U.S. studio
albums during their collective journey,
from the innocence of Please Please Me
(U.K.) and Meet The Beatles (U.S.), through
the integrity of Rubber Soul and Revolver,
the creativity of Pepper and the raw closing
statements that were the White Album,
Abbey Road and the finale of Let It Be.
Likewise, The Stones collection (13 U.S.
albums between 1964 and 1973) kicked oﬀ
with The Rolling Stones (aka England ’s
Newest Hit Makers) during the early months
of 1964 and went through a variety of
U.K./U.S. issues until, as with their
Liverpudlian comrades, they aligned
releases with 1967s Their Satanic Majesties
Pleasure, an album that still divides opinion
over credibility and psychedelic
over-indulgence. Nevertheless, this was
then followed by a series of four albums
between ’68 and ’72 that are generally
considered to be the London quintets
finest oﬀerings, with all four peaking at, or
near the very pinnacle of both U.K./U.S.
chart listings – a feat all-too sadly absent
during The Beach Boys releases of this era.
Over in the U.S. The Four Seasons, often
regarded during the early 60s as the East
C o a s t a n s we r to t h e p o p u l a r i t y o f
California’s Beach Boys, racked up an
impressive run of releases themselves
during their formative years although,
ix

sadly, far too few reached the commercial
peaks of their West Coast rivals, with only
four oﬀerings achieving a Top 10 status.
Certainly, with both The Beatles and
Ro l l i n g S t o n e s w e c a n a l s o s e e a
development in the presentation of each
band and both had their controversial
moments in how their releases were
housed - from the afore-mentioned
butcher sleeve of ’65 to the toilet-wall
graﬃti of Beggars’s Banquet in 1968 - but it’s
clear by the closing years of the decade
that both line-ups were having creative
approval and a strong influence in their
sleeve designs.
Personally, I’d like to give mention to the
run of classic albums issued by The Moody
Blues during their key ‘core-seven’ run of
releases, foisted upon an ever increasing
fanbase between 1967 and 1972. I love the
packaging and design of each of these
albums and, to the bewilderment of many,
still get excited over the barren, void
wastelands that appear on the gatefold
spread of Seventh Sojourn (1972). It just
matches the mood of the music perfectly,
and that is more often than not how one
can relate to the sleeve design. Does it fit
the music? Is it worthy? Has Roger Dean
been involved somewhere along the way??
For The Beach Boys, more often than
n o t , t h e a n s w e r i s a d e f i n i te ‘ y e s ’

THE GOOD, THE BAD... & THE SHAMEFUL
x

(excepting the Roger Dean conceptual
influence). The clean, crisp presentation of
Sunflower is in perfect alignment to the
sounds held within. The darkened overtones
of the Surf ’s Up and Holland sleeves mesh
wondrously with the serious nature of the
music and, as noted in the previous
introduction to Part One, the summer
sounds aﬀorded by the grooves of All
Summer Long are an ideal partnership to the
bright, fun-in-the-sum-sum-summertime
photographs that go alongside the artwork.
Accepted, it doesn’t always work, and over
the lifespan of the album cover there have
undoubtedly been a few questionable
designs en route – I’m immediately thinking
CSN’s Live It Up, Orleans Waking &
Dreaming, or even The Rolling Stone’s Get
Yer Ya-Ya’s Out - and some may even mention
Pet Sounds here (and the less said about
Millie Jackson’s Back To The S**t the better) but overall, where would we be without it?
Certainly, from my perspective, I would
never have added The Eagles, Poco and The
Moodies to my ever increasing collection,
just three of my personal favorites that first
caught my eye courtesy of the outer
packaging… and would All Summer Long
have hit home so hard with me if EMI’s
re-issue label, Music For Pleasure, hadn’t
put that surfer image on their release back
in the mid-70s? It doesn’t even bear
thinking about…
READ ON...
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DATELINE... FEBRUARY 10 1966... LOCATION... SAN DIEGO ZOO...

I GUESS I JUST WASN’T

MADE FOR THESE TIMES

12
Pet

Wouldn’t It Be Nice (Wilson/Asher/Love)
You Still Believe In Me (Wilson/Asher)

Sounds

That’s Not Me (Wilson/Asher)
Don’t Talk (Put Your Head On My Shoulder)

Released on Capitol Records (T-2458)
May 16th 1966
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 10
Sleeve Photography :
George Jerman & Dave Jampel

(Wilson/Asher)
I’m Waiting For The Day (Wilson/Love)
Let’s Go Away For Awhile (Wilson)
Sloop John B (Trad/Arr.Wilson)
God Only Knows (Wilson/Asher)
I Know There’s An Answer (Wilson/Sachen/Love)
Here Today (Wilson/Asher)

I Just Wasn’t Made For These Times (Wilson/Asher)
Pet Sounds (Wilson)
Caroline No (Wilson/Asher)
12

THE BEATLES HAD RELEASED “RUBBER SOUL”
at the end of the previous year, Bob Dylan had just issued Blonde On Blonde, and The
Byrds had Fifth Dimension pressed for imminent release, so as a 1966 Brian Wilson
prepared his personal masterpiece for public consumption he was undoubtedly
concerned as to how the listening audience would accept this new Beach Boys vinyl
oﬀering. The preceding single, “Sloop John B”, had been another enormous hit for the
13

group, peaking at #3 in the Billboard
charts at the start of May, and yet Capitol
Records was showing little inclination to

promote the new record, unsure as to the
intense direction that Brian was taking
the music, and subsequently his fellow
band members. Mike Love had summed it
perfectly on behalf of the company. “Don’t
fuck with the formula” was the oft-quoted
response from the groups’ front man upon
first hearing the instrumental tracks that
Brian was laying down in the studio. Yet
Brian knew he had to change, had to
evolve, simply to keep abreast of the new
‘happenings’ surrounding and infiltrating
his domain.
In the long run, he needn’t have worried,
for despite the initial lukewarm response
14

to the subsequent album, Pet Sounds has
stood the test of time... and beyond. The
emotional warmth and delicate fragility of
the music contained within the grooves
of the record is widely recognized by
many as the most inspired gathering of
music to be issued since the birth of rock
‘n’ roll... and that is saying something.
However, one could argue that there is
one aspect of this groundbreakingly
beautiful album that shows weakness.
Ma y b e B r i a n Wi l s o n w a s s t i l l to o
focussed on his music to understand the
full impact that the word ‘art’ was having
upon the industr y. Yes, the aching
melodies that wove throughout “You Still
Believe In Me” was art, as was the
melancholy layering of vocals that drove
the chorus of “I Just Wasn’t Made For
These Times”... but the overall tendency
to see the product through from start to
finish was still lacking in one area of
Brian’s work.
.....
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From the early days of The Beach Boys career, when
they parked the rented woodie upon the golden sands
of Paradise Cove, the group had pretty much left the
final presentation of their work to the guys “in the
know”; the team of artists and designers high up in
the Capitol Tower. They were the ones who
presented the product to the public... and by early
1966 Brian still wasn’t fully adjusted to oﬀering the
entire package as he saw it. He was fully entitled to,
but he appeared to stop once the studio work was
finished. Subsequently, we now have in our hands the
majestic beauty of the Pet Sounds album, packaged in (shakes head and sighs) - an unforgivable, outdated,
naïve outer sleeve. A downright embarrassment to the
sheer genius of what it holds within. Or is it?
Is that how it should be taken? Is that Brian’s fault?
Can any blame be laid squarely at the doorstep of this
once prolific musical genius, who was at that moment
reaching the pinnacle his own musical creativity? Is
there any fault to be placed at all? In truth, probably
not. Brian knew no other route up until the moment
that the finished product was first pressed into his
hands, but one has to wonder... what was his reaction
to that moment? We know that he had poured heart,
soul... and life, into that record, and to see it finally
reach fruition, packaged in the raw, in the strictest
sense of the word, must have disappointed. He had
fallen in love with the Rubber Soul album when it hit
records stores of America during December of 1965
and the fish-eye lens photograph that adorned the
sleeve must have struck a chord with him... and yet,
for whatever reasons, he still chose not compete with
his British rivals on a presentation side...
16

“Brian said that The Beach Boys were a strange group; he said they had neglected many things,

like artwork and pictures and press, but now that things had a shape and form and direction he
could recognise and describe, he didn’t want things to get away from them. He wanted
everything to come together. We decided to have new pictures taken, simple things in fields,
without the striped shirts...”
Derek Taylor (Publicist)
So maybe Brian DID have a say in how the final
artwork was delivered after all. Maybe this was simply a
perfect example of Brian’s legendary humor. The overly
complex musical arrangements, balanced out with the
simplistic sleeve design. Fellow group member Alan
Jardine feels otherwise
“One of my, pardon the expression, pet peeves is that album

cover. Why the San Diego Zoo? It was too obvious. It looks
like a bunch of people at the zoo. It doesn’t do the music
justice...”

All six Beach Boys were in
attendance that day...

Alan Jardine (Beach Boy)
Whatever the reasons or stories behind the design of the front sleeve what IS clear is
the location and session details that resulted in this much-discussed frame. On Thursday
10th February 1966 (not the 15th, as widely believed) Capitol staﬀ photographer George
Jerman, who had previously had the group pose before his lens on many an occasion, met
up with all six group members (including Bruce Johnston) at the San Diego Zoo in
Southern California. Why the zoo?
Well, as to be expected, not all details are forthcoming. Possibly it just seemed like a
good location with which the group could relax and have fun... or possibly the truth lies
in the title of the proposed album - Pet Sounds - and all zoos have a 'petting corner' as
such. There was even the possibility that an earlier working title for the new release was
Remember The Zoo? - a purely misguided suggestion that was banded around the fan circuit
during the 1990's to much consternation, but which came first - the photo session or the
title connection? Did Brian’s two dogs during that era - Banana and Louie - have too
much bark back then? Was their final woof during the infamous fadein/fadeout after the
closing “Caroline No” a deciding factor in the decision? Pet Sounds? Yet another undocu17

mented saga in the long-running Beach Boys
story...
Ne v e r t h e l e s s , a l a r g e a m o u n t o f
photographic film was used on Jerman’s
camera the day that The Beach Boys visited
the zoo, with both group and individual
members posing with a vast array of the
expansive animal collection on show, although
only one would appear on the sleeve itself.
There are in the region of twenty various
shots from this outing currently circulating in

various books, magazines and librettos, and
undoubtedly more are still stored in the
Capitol Photo Studio archives. The main focus
of the shoot took place in the the
afore-mentioned children’s 'petting corner' of
the zoo, where the group members were
pictured feeding a hungry herd of goats, eager
to snatch the food out of the hands of the
amused musicians.
In addition to the shot that finally graced the
cover at least ten other frames were reeled oﬀ
18

Two humps for
every guy...
INTERESTINGLY,
California’s other legendary
surf-act, Jan & Dean, also used
San Diego Zoo that very same
month when shooting the pilot for
their proposed TV series, “Jan &
Dean On The Run” and scenes of
the duo fooling around the
location, along with guest star
Elizabeth "Bewitched"
Montgomery, feature in the final
edit. The Beach Boys themselves
even get reference in the script but,
needless to say, the subsequent and
tragic events of April 12th 1966
put paid to any further such plans
the duo had for
developing the series...

in front of the lens from this
part of the zoo. Some were
five-man group shots, snapped
literally seconds either side of
the recognized frame, whilst
others were individual pictures,
some featuring Bruce Johnston,
who quite clearly recognized
that his former recording
contract with one of Capitol’s
rivals would still not let him
appear on the album front cover.

“The goats were horrible. They
jump all over you and bite. One of
them ate my radio. The zoo said we
were torturing the animals but
they should have seen what we had
to go through. We were doing all
the suﬀering...”
Bruce Johnston (Beach Boy)

Zoo
San Diego
ner
Petting Cor
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Other locations around the
zoo resulted in individual camel
shots for Mike and Dennis, and
group pictures next to both the
elephant and giraﬀe paddocks,
with the group shot in front of
the two inquisitive, lumbering
pachyderm, oﬀering potentially
the most artistic shot of the day,
but the six-man pose, framed
underneath the giant palm trees

“HEY ! Were YOU one of the
visitors to the zoo that day,
watching over the fence as the
boys posed for photos ?”

THE SAN DIEGO UNION
May 13 1966 Edition
"The Beach Boys, American counterpart of
Britain's Beatles gave the San Diego Zoo a very
bad time. The six millionaire-musicians (including
one fill-in) came down from Hollywood to take a
cover picture for their forthcoming album Our
Freaky Friends. Before they left, said zoo public
relations director Bill Seaton, the caged animals
were 'about to crack up.' Zoo officials were not
keen about having their beloved beasts connected
with the title of the album, but gave in when the
Beach Boys explained that animals are an 'in' thing
with teenagers, and that the Beach Boys were
rushing to beat the rock and roll group called The
Animals. The Beach Boys 'two with long Beatles
hair and all wearing funny boots' arrived with an art
director, a cameraman and four girls, Seaton said.
After posing with a baby elephant and a baby
gorilla, the boys went on a tour of the zoo. 'First
off' Seaton said 'one of them bounced a carrot off
the head of one of our tigers. Another tried to stick
the head of an antelope through some iron bars.
Then they went around handling puppies and baby
chicks, putting them down in the open and walking
off. A few young girls who saw the Beach Boys
acting like this were certainly disillusioned. The
cameraman and the art director were awfully nice
guys, but things just got out of hand and they
couldn't control the situation.' The zoo
superintendent John Muth, an ex-marine sergeant
OUR FREAKY FRIENDS... major, said the Beach Boys are not welcome back
and never will be.”
20

clearly vetoed the image from the front
sleeve. One final photograph saw Brian,
cherubic round face under a mop of long
brown hair, gazing heaven bound as if
asking for divine inspiration - or was it
simply a tall giraﬀe?
For the rear of the Pet Sounds album
sleeve Capitol Records chose to put
together a collage of frames highlighting
the importance of the group as they liked
to see them. The candy-striped shirts
were back in evidence, guitars in hand,
mixed in with a number of stills taken
during the Japanese leg of their recent
concert tour. This was almost suggesting
that this was their way of showing that
the album was their boys together, and
n o t m e r e l y a f r o n t a g e f o r B r i a n’s
strong-minded dominance of the music
within.
21

Whilst Brian had been recording the
instrumental tracks for the new album,
using Los Angeles’ finest collection of
studio session musicians, and prior to the
boys laying down the vocals, the
remaining five-piece band had been
performing a 15-date tour of Japan,
followed by a one-oﬀ return journey show,
on Saturday 29th January, in Honolulu.
Eleven of the fifteen pictures that graced
the rear sleeve were taken during this
tour, four of which featured Mike, Alan,
Carl, Dennis and Bruce dressed out in
traditional Japanese costume, pictured
during a promotional visit to Kyoto's
famous Samurai studios on January 10th.
The remaining tour pictures featured the

band on stage, dressed in traditional
Beach Boy costume. Striped shirt and
white pants, Capitol Records undoubtedly
smiling silently in the background,
although judging by the picture of Carl
wearing a Hawaiian flower Lei around his
neck they are taken from a variety of the

shows from the tour. Japanese-based photographer and writer Dave Jampel is credited
with being the man behind the lens for this series of pictures, and at least Bruce once
again made the rear cover...
“I think that album is my favorite, and it drove me crazy that I couldn’t get my picture on the

(front) cover because I was still signed to CBS, from the days when Terry Melcher and I were
producing for them. I couldn’t get a clearance to be on the front cover, but I’m on the back... but
I’m so proud just to have been able to sing on that record...”
Bruce Johnston (Beach Boy)
Brian only appears in two pictures on the rear montage, uncomfortably alienated away
from the antics of his fellow band members he is seen driving his car, leaning out of the
window, sombrely dressed in black, whilst the more dominant pose sees him sitting at his
piano, fingers poised over the chord structure of another great composition. It’s a strange
sight seeing the sad, lone figure, the group mastermind, presenting his personal
masterpiece, surrounded by shots of his smiling, laughing comrades...

An alternate solitary image of the troubled genius at work
(from the same shoot as that which graced the rear of the sleeve)...
22

Finally, we get to the style of text. Ask
any Beatles collector what the style of
font (print) was that appeared on, say...
the Hard Day’s Night album cover and they
would possibly give a blank look in
return. Ask the same of any Dylan fanatic
and the response would almost certainly
be of a similar confused state. But ask any
dedicated Beach Boys fan what style of
font was chosen for the front sleeve for
the Pet Sounds album and they would
simply reply;

"COOPER BLACK !"
...for it is doubtful as to whether any
style of print represents an album cover as
much as this. It doesn’t look particularly
stylish, nor does it represent the 1960’s
pop-art that was flowering all around it,
but it has just come to stand as Pet Sounds.
Period. The yellow and white coloring
that makes it stand out on the dark green
background draws the eye to the top left
of the sleeve, far more than the picture
that sits uncomfortably below and it is
credit to Capitol’s (perhaps unknowing)
art department that this simple style has
registered so deeply amongst music lovers
worldwide. And what is the proof in this
theory? Quite simply, when the Pet Sounds
box-set made it’s critically acclaimed
debut in 1997, this impressive collection

23

Banana
Splits...

appeared with the distinctive Cooper
Black font dominating the cover... and
no sign of San Diego anywhere.
Remember The Zoo? Indeed...
However, flip the original LP cover
over and the confusion over how to
market the ‘new style’ Beach Boys is
never more apparent. Not only do we
have the clash of stripe-shirt freedom
with artistic pose and poise, but in the
chosen text we also have a clash of
simplistic STENCIL print, with the more
intense wooden, bamboo-style font that
lists the album title and songs. There is
simply too much to capture in one look,
and the mismatch of styles tends to
deflect the attention away from the
beauty within. But wasn’t that the
problem back in the middle of all of this
change? The 1960‘s innocence, the
decade that had seen the clean-cut
freshman image, had been pushed aside
as the hair grew longer, the colors
b e c a m e b r i g h t e r, a n d t h e m i n d
expanded to horizons it had not tapped
into before. The times indeed were
a-changin’ and so, perhaps belatedly,
were The Beach Boys...

PRODUCED BY
BRIAN WILSON
Right: Brian and ‘Pet Sounds’ lyricist
Tony Asher at work
24

Above: Proof that genius can be boxed up
and sold en masse...

Let’s Go
Away For
Awhile
The following article, as
written by teen-journalist
Eden, first appeared in the
April 2nd edition of KRLA
BEAT (below), a popular
‘zine which promoted itself
as ‘America’s Largest Teen
Newspaper’.
Eden accompanied the group
on their visit to the San Diego
Zoo during February ’66 to
shoot the images that graced
the sleeve of the Pet Sounds
LP cover.
The article then re-appeared
in the 2013 Capitol Records
CD set The Beach Boys: Made
In California

25
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GOOD VIBRATIONS
GOOD VIBRATIONS
GOOD VIBRATIONS

13
SMILE

Unreleased / Incomplete
Recorded July 1966 - May 1967
Produced by Brian Wilson
Front Sleeve Artwork: Frank Holmes
Booklet Artwork: Frank Holmes
Booklet Photography: Guy Webster

28

Proposed Songs
(See label for correct playing order)
Do You Like Worms (Wilson/Parks)
Wonderful (Wilson/Parks)
Wind Chimes (Wilson)
I'm In Great Shape (Wilson/Parks)
Heroes And Villains (Wilson/Parks)
Child Is Father Of The Man (Wilson/Parks)
Surf’s Up (Wilson/Parks)
The Elements (Wilson/Parks)
Good Vibrations (Wilson/Love)
Vega-Tables (Wilson/Parks)
Cabin Essence (Wilson/Parks)

THERE HAS BEEN so much written about the unfinished project
that was SMiLE - an adventurous project that Brian Wilson had conceived alongside
lyricist Van Dyke Parks during the summer/fall of 1966. There has also been so much
researched. And even so much listened to - and yet the legend still remains strong, forty
years later, even after the creator took back the scattered fragments of his original
masterplan and recreated them for public approval during 2004, and shortly afterwards
oversaw a much-praised boxset release of the original fragmented sessions. Yes, we may
29

never get to hear how Brian envisaged his
original SMiLE mix of “Heroes And
Villains” to sound, or how he would have
completed his experimental “Elements
Suite” first time around, but one thing is
certain; we DO know how these visionary
compositions would have been packaged
to the eager, awaiting world. To many, the
SMiLE album IS that beautifully created
image of the small shop, selling ‘smiles’
over the counter…

Artist Frank Holmes c.1966
Frank Holmes was a young art student in
Los Angeles when he first met Brian
Wilson at the Hollywood apartment of
Brian’s then-current collaborator and
lyricist Van Dyke Parks, and his brother
Carson. He had previously been associated
with Van Dyke at The Insomniac, an
Hermosa Beach nightclub, back in 1959
where he had been working, and Van Dyke
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had been performing. "They were in
the thick of Hol l ywood,"
recalls Holmes. "I used to
meet all sorts of rock people at
Van Dyke's apartment; Frank
Zappa, Danny Hutton, Stephen
S t i l l s . Pe o p l e w e r e a l w a y s
coming and going. It was a
pretty exciting place to visit...

“One day, there was
Brian Wilson”
Frank joined Brian and his
cousin Steve Korthof on a short
walk to the home of Brian’s
in-laws, the Rovells, where they spent
some brief time chatting, whilst Brian
played the upright piano in the dining
room and Frank drew a sketch of a
motorcycle, before they returned to the
Parks' apartment - whereupon Brian,
clearly impressed with Franks sketch,
suggested to Van Dyke that they give him
the opportunity to supply the artwork for
their upcoming album.
When Frank brought him a preliminary
sketch for the front cover; “Brian took it
to Capitol Records and told them this is
what he wanted," Holmes says. He
finished the cover and the booklet art far
in advance of the actual recording, and he
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then took a job at the Long Beach
Museum of Art and went about his
professional life.
"I waited and waited," he says. "I couldn't
even get my copy from the art director."
He only found out that the album had
been shelved after the rest of The Beach
Boys stepped in and released a much
maligned, and radically alternative version
of brother Brian's masterwork, entitled
Smiley Smile, featuring entirely diﬀerent
cover art. When he first heard the new
album was finally out, he went to the
record store, only to discover a completely
redesigned sleeve.

"Another big disappointment," he says.
"I was a little upset. Well, more than a
little upset..."
The whimsical drawing he had initially
conceived had been based on a dilapidated
downtown Pasadena jewellery store and it
was influenced by the Chicago school of
artists called the Hairy Who, who brought
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An example of the Hairy Who style of art
(Jim Nutt)
some of the techniques of cartooning to
fine art in the 1960s. Holmes said although
his art training steeped him in classicism,
he was tr ying to find more childlike
simplicity in his work at the time.

"I was trying to find another way
to approach art, like the drawings I
did as a child. I was trying to do my
work in that fashion, spontaneous,
no retakes, no seconds. I was looking
for a fresh, alive quality I wanted
in my work."
Holmes, almost coincidentally, captured
the innocence that Brian was reaching for
in his music, and although he attended one

(Below) Brian and Van Dyke

Whispering Winds

SET MY WIND CHIMES A-TINKLIN‘

of the recording sessions that produced
"Good Vibrations," he never heard much
of the work in progress. Wilson and Parks
supplied him with lyrics and told him they
wanted something comic for the cover.

SMiLE may not have been oﬃcially
r e l e a s e d , b u t t h e a l b u m's s t a t u s
increasingly grew over the many years
since its creation. There have been many
magazines devoted to the subject, both
non-fiction and fiction books have been
written about the album, bootlegs have
flourished, and The Beach Boys' own
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record company initially released various
tantalizing bits and pieces of the project
over the years, long before Wilson himself
decided to finally re-record the songs and
then also issue the original incomplete
66/67 sessions. Prints of Holmes' album
c o v e r a r t f r e e l y c i r c u l a te d , a s d i d
reproductions of the accompanying
booklet that was intended to accompany
the work.
“It was a boost. Then when it went away,
I just forgot about it..."

LOOK !

LE SMILE SMILE SMILE S
Below: An early Capitol
Records marketing
advertisement
published prior to the
album being abandoned.
Note that the original
Frank Holmes artwork
did not include the
"Good Vibrations"
sub-heading.
Capitol apparently added
that prior to the
actual sleeve being
pressed.
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Following the albums initial demise
Holmes went to work in a number of art
museums and then relocated to San
Francisco in 1971. He pursued a long and
active career in the arts; fine arts,
lithography, painting, teaching… whilst a
framed copy of the abortive album cover
hung in his Precita Park living room, "but
I didn't talk about it," he says.
He first came across the cover again in
the full color book on The Beach Boys,
Silver Anniversary (by John Milward), and
then about 20 years ago, a friend called to
say he had seen someone in a bar with a
tattoo of Holmes' drawing on his arm.
"That stunned me," he recalls. But art is
for life they say…
The image that Frank Holmes created
for the front of the album is a wonderful,
original piece of simplistic art. The
sketched images of the two shopkeepers,
the crooked frames of the shop front, the
out of perspective tiling that runs
up to, and inside the
door, and the overall
concept that all
this tiny little
shop sells is
‘smiles’ and if
co ver ar t
perfection
Original SMiLE acetate

is set at a certain level of creation,
then surely this is as close as one can
get.
“I wanted it to look turn of the
centur y American. I used the
storefront format, which was an idea
I got while taking a walk one Sunday
morning in Pasadena. I came upon a
wooden storefront with nothing in
the windows but some small display
platforms. In the background were
some faded green velvet café curtains
hanging midway from curtain rods.
The store looked as if it had gone out
of business years before. This was my
inspirational starting point for the
cover. The sign at the top of the store is a
double image representing smiles, and the
water of the ocean. The ‘Open’ sign on the
door is intended to be a positive statement
as an invitation to the music. The SMiLE
Shop is a paradox. The drawing is a
surrealistic idea; a visual that is not
accessible in conscious reality”
Interestingly, the one area that Holmes
did not create himself on the cover was
the bold, handwritten text that sits above
the store image. This was apparently
supplied direct from the Capitol art
department, although so powerful is the
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entire sleeve that nothing should be taken
away from the artists immense visual
creation.
Unfortunately however, to every album
cover, there is nearly always a bad side to
counterbalance the good, to one degree or
another, and with SMiLE Capitol Records
managed to achieve that consistency with
the rear of the sleeve, whereupon they
placed a sorely ‘un-hip’ portrait of the
five-piece touring band, without the albums
creative genius, dressed in their decidedly
outdated mode of stagewear - those
frighteningly nice matching shirts. The
image may have been ‘bleached’ out to

Artwork and images from
the original SMiLE booklet
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create a more artistic approach, and the
surrounding placements of the zodiac
symbols add a thoughtful touch of the
times, but with an incomplete playing
order featured at the top of the sleeve, it
just doesn’t convey the style or approach
of a 1966 Los Angeles music scene, and in
much the same way that the preceding Pet
Sounds had floundered on it’s artistic
presentation then the rear of SMiLE sadly
follows the same well-trodden path…
In addition to the front cover for the
record Frank Holmes also supplied a series
of surreal drawings, inspired by the lyrics
on the new compositions, that were due to
be presented within the accompanying
booklet, slipped inside the sleeve itself. A
modest 12-page, full cover presentation,
featuring Holmes original sketches (for
“Heroes & Villains” “Do You Like Worms”
“Surf ’s Up” “Cabin Essence” and “VegaTables”) alongside a series of group, and
individual photographs of the band
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(including Bruce) taken by Guy Webster,
it’s an ad-hoc aﬀair, with the pictures of
the five touring members, again dressed in
the matching sta ge costumes,
uncomfortably placed alongside artistic
images of Brian and the inspirational
inclinations of Holmes imagination. Had
there been a front cover to the booklet,
maybe with additional details on the
album sessions, or a detailed track listing,
it may have held together far better than it
actually does (a strange picture of Mike,
Alan, Dennis and Carl in a rowing boat on
a murky river in Boston acts as an opening
cover) – not that the awaiting public were
ever given an easy opportunity to view it.
"They printed 500,000 album covers and
booklets" recalled Frank Holmes recently
"and they sat in a warehouse. When the
project collapsed, they were destroyed.
They tell me something like six covers and
six booklets are all that exist..."
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Brian directs cameraman Caleb Deschsanel for a promotional SMiLE film...

Look! Listen! VIBRATE! SMILE!

Above:
The Three Creators
(Frank Holmes, Brian Wilson
and Van Dyke Parks)
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Capitol Records: 2011

Painting of Brian Wilson
c.1966
by David Anderle (above)
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The Smile That You Send Out,
Returns To You...

14

SMILEY
SMILE
Released on Brother Records (Brother T-9001)
September 5th 1967
Produced by The Beach Boys
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 41
Sleeve Concept; Arny Geller
Sleeve Artwork: Honeya Thompson
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Heroes & Villains (Wilson/Parks)
Vegetables (Wilson/Parks)
Fall Breaks And Back To Winter (Woody
Woodpecker Symphony) (Wilson)
She’s Goin’ Bald (Wilson/Love/Parks)
Little Pad (Wilson)
Good Vibrations (Wilson/Love)
With Me Tonight (Wilson)
Wind Chimes (Wilson)
Getting’ Hungry (Wilson/Love)
Wonderful (Wilson/Parks)
Whistle In (Wilson)

FOLLOWING ON from the broken promises and disappointments of
the abandoned SMiLE release came the much berated, critically disappointing, and
under-produced release that was Smiley Smile, an album that today, over forty years on,
truly defies explanation. Was it a deliberate attempt by Brian and the group to simplify the
beauty that the the unfinished opus had promised to deliver. Did they intentionally set out
to dumb it all down, and reset the basic standards of the simpler, earlier years? Or, as has
often been suggested, was the album simply a result of misguided creativity, directed into a
quirky morass of drug-addled confusion? Many followers of the group loyally stand by the
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11-track collection, regardless of the
potential masterpiece that COULD have
been spinning on their turntable instead,
reveling in the bewildering concoction of
simplistic overtones, beautiful harmonies,

Above: The five-piece touring band during
promotions for the ‘Smiley Smile’ album...
gig gling school boy-ish antics, and
stunning musical invention. Others simply
choose to walk away from the entire aﬀair,
preferring to gaze starry-eyed at the
massing herd of goats that crowded
around the group members on the
groundbreaking Pet Sounds, or listening to
t h e b a n d ’s r o u g h a t t e m p t s a t
rhythm‘n’blues on the subsequent Wild
Honey oﬀering. Let the individual decide,
for as a reviewer I wouldn’t wish to try to
influence anybody’s musical rights, and yet
somehow I cannot but feel a close
assimilation with Carl Wilson’s own take
on the release, oﬀering it as “a bunt
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instead of a grand slam” or, as the English
would perhaps interpret the situation;
“nicking a quick single to silly mid-oﬀ, as
opposed to driving it high across the
boundary for six to reclaim the ashes”.
Think on that one my American friends...
However, if there is one redeeming factor
for all those doubters within The Beach
Boys community then surely the outer
packaging which housed all of the ensuing
confusion oﬀers just that. For the striking
artwork that graces the front cover oﬀers
both a basic childlike approach to design
(as was the intention of the proposed
SMiLE oﬀering), the flat images of the
animals, the smiling and unrealistic image
of the house - the ‘little pad’ - and yet it
also suggests the beauty and artistic
inclinations that may also lie within. It is
bright, colorful, inventive... and wholly
unoriginal. Unoriginal? Certainly so, for
the artist and the creator who portrayed
this little pad, hidden away in the green
lush depths of, possibly, a Hawaiian
tropical paradise, certainly drew their
influences from elsewhere. As to who the
actual artist was remained sadly unknown
and uncredited for many years, with the
visible signature on the original art slick
(cropped oﬀ the final sleeve) remaining
barely legible. Nevertheless, after much
research, 55 years later, the name finally
came to light...
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T h e n a g a i n , j u s t m a y b e Ho n e y a
Thompson, a young Capitol employee,
fresh out of art school, wished that to be,
to remain anonymous, seeing that her
entire front cover painting, guided by the
light of Beach Boys’ associate Arny Geller,
was gracefully lifted directly from the
canvasses of French artist Henri Rousseau
(1844-1910).

There is no sense of depth in his work,
even with the plants and animals that lay
so clearly in the background, and today it
is widely assumed that he painted the
jungle landscapes, not from direct contact
with raw mother nature, but via the
images of the Botanical Garden in Paris,
whilst his two-dimensional wild beasts
were simply painted from memory, or

The motif that run through many of
Rousseau's acclaimed paintings are scenes
of the jungle and wild animals, often
groupings of creatures that in reality live
on diﬀerent continents and could never
have been seen in such a combination. The
images that were created on his canvas
were strictly two dimensional, flat, almost
grotesque in their innocent interpretation.

courtesy of photographs and an old
drawing book owned by his young
daughter. He was self-taught in every way,
and even his painting technique was
diﬀerent, painting the diﬀerent colors one
by one - first the blues and then the greens
and so on - and he painted from the top to
the bottom of the canvas, but his striking
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work remains completely original in every
way.
Of particular note, from the vast series of
jungle paintings attributed to the artist, it
is with his final work, The Dream (see
previous page), painted in 1910, that we can
clearly see the outlines that graced the
1967 Beach Boys oﬀering. The flattened
petals of the flowering plants, the faces of
the lions peering through the greenery, the
elephant with raised trunk, the sideways
image of the bird in the treetops, the
snake wrig gling through the ground
cover...
For the album cover itself, we see little in
the way of turning this approach into a
work of Thompson’s own originality. With
Geller initially visualising the concept,
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instead, we simply remove a number of the
featured inclusions, and substitute one for
another. Take out the two lions and we
have a leopard, instead of a snake we have
a worm (after all, we dig worms...), whilst
in place of the naked woman’s body,
strangely reclining on a sofa, that drew the
focus of attention on Rousseau’s original,
the main focus of our eye line (again,
following Geller’s guidelines) is drawn to
the little shack that peeps out from behind
the overlapping green leaves, puﬃng a line
of smoke from it’s chimney, spelling out to
the world in a wispy style, the immortal
wo r d s Sm i l e y Sm i l e T h e B e a c h B o ys .
However, what is most bizarre about this
entire aﬀair, and take into consideration
that we have now had over five decades
with which to duly acclaim the original
French artist, the most startling fact about
this front sleeve has not been the direct
theft of an artists individual style, oh no...
but the fact that on a number of reissues
of the album that little worm at the
bottom of the painting has been cut oﬀ!
Strange, but true, I’ve seen it written in
print. So dismiss the music as you will but
acknowledge this sublime tribute from one
group of artists to another...
...or sue for plagiarism...
If the front of the album sleeve suggests
the busy, humming side of nature and the
subsequent beauty of the wilderness, then

It is also worth noting that the actual title
for the album itself wa s repor tedl y
suggested to the band by the Wilson’s
13-year-old cousin, one Barry Turnbull (from
mother Audree’s side of the family) but any
subsequent due sleeve credit was seemingly
omitted on early pressings of the release,
only to be corrected on later editions.

,

LOOK! It’s our little wriggly and oft-forgotten friend...
the rear of the
cover suggests the
calm
and
tranquillity that nature can also bear forth.
A beautiful line drawing of a flower in full
bloom (albeit uncredited once again), a
butterfly approaching to draw nectar, a
gentle pastel shade of green, and the
calming tones of poetry that oﬀer “the
smile that you send out, returns to you.” In
truth, this last line alone brought frantic
recriminations within The Beach Boys
world, and for years avid Wilson collectors
were desperately hunting out for the song
that included these soothing l yrics,
believing there to be a SMiLE-related song
entitled “Indian Wisdom” as the sleeve
suggests, hidden away in the studio vaults.
However, there never was such a song, and
these lines appear to be taken from ancient
Indian philosophies, but it caused much
bemusement for a number of years.
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All said, it was apparent that by 1967 art
accompanied art, and the prevailing winds
of change were also becoming noticeable
within the newly formed Brother Records.
With an audience more ‘tuned in’ to their
music they no longer needed the cheesy
ima ges of smiling, suntanned faces,
surfboards, stripy shirts or goats. In 1967
you really had to be hip to be hip...

dum be doo da...

Image c/o Shawn O’Grady

The original 1967 Capitol cover slick,
with added notes (‘add more green’) at the top and Honeya Thompson‘s signature at the bottom
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SOCK IT TO ME

WILD
HONEY

15

WILD HONEY

Wild Honey (Wilson/Love)
Aren't You Glad (Wilson/Love)
I Was Made To Love Her (Cosby/Hardaway/Moy/Wonder)

Released on Capitol Records (T-2859)
December 4th 1967
Produced by The Beach Boys

Country Air (Wilson/Love)
A Thing Or Two (Wilson/Love)
Darlin' (Wilson/Love)

Highest U.S. Chart Position: 24

I'd Love Just Once To See You (Wilson/Love)

Sleeve Design: Arny Geller

Here Comes The Night (Wilson/Love)

Front Cover Photograph: Arny Geller

Let The Wind Blow (Wilson/Love)

How She Boogalooed It (Love/Johnston/Wilson/Jardine)
Mama Says (Wilson/Love)
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THIS LATE 1967 OFFERING
is recognized today as the album with
which The Beach Boys attempted to get
back on track, after the wayward journey
that, firstly, the unfinished SMiLE album
had led them on, and secondly that the
confusing mixed-bag of styles that had
resulted from the hastily concocted Smiley
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Smile sessions. Carl Wilson has gone on
record as saying the album was "music for
Brian to cool out by", whilst fellow band
member Bruce Johnston feels that "it was
probably the funkiest Beach Boys album,
very little production but a lot of music
without any complications". Both quotes
seem to sum up this release perfectly.

Certainl y, Brian was taking a step
backwards from the stressful sessions
that he had overseen for the past few
albums, whilst the actual content of the
LP, from the screaming psychedelic soul
of the title track, to the smooth laid-back
"Country Air" to the funky "Here Comes
The Night”, suggests a group once again
at peace with themselves, simply writing
and performing the music that they want
to play, not what is expected of the
creative successes they had already
achieved. However, in keeping with the
times, and despite the simple approach
that the album packaging had to oﬀer,
the bright, bold colors that housed the
release stood out comfortably against the
similar gaudy statements that came with
the releases of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band, Magical Mystery Tour and
Disraeli Gears.

f rom the ima ge, or even f rom the
contents of Brian’s fridge (as Mike has
suggested in an interview, claiming credit
for himself)... who knows? Certainly, the
inner circle hasn't revealed specific details
to date and sadly, at present, no full
pictures of the window circulate amongst
collectors or fans (just two partial photos
sur vive, along with a reproduction
image), although for one particular
gentleman his quest for the window
brought him so much more:

As is well documented in Wilson circles
the picture that graced the front cover of
the Wild Honey album is taken from a
section of a stained-glass window that
adorned the entrance to Brian and
Marilyn Wilson's house at 10452 Bellagio
Road in Bel Air. As to whether it was just
coincidence that the group were naming
the title track/album after ‘honey’ and the
window just happened to feature a bee
gathering nectar from flowers, or whether
the inspiration for the song/album came

"For my 20th birthday I wanted to meet
Brian Wilson. I knew he lived on Bellagio
Road in Bel Air, and I knew that the
‘Wild Honey’ album sleeve was a picture
of a stained-glass window in his house. So
I drove up and down Bellagio Road until
I found that window. I went to the gate,
rang the buzzer, and he let me in.
Obviously you couldn't get away with
something like that today, and I'm sure
I'm the only human that ever did that."
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Jeffrey Foskett (associate and musician)

(Above) Brian’s wife Marilyn, and her two sisters, rehearse
in front of the original ‘Wild Honey’ window, and (left) a
faithful fan reproduction of the artwork...
Credit for the overall design of the sleeve
is oﬃcially aﬀorded to Arny Geller, the
band’s associate and one of Brian's merry
band of followers who gathered around
him during this mixed up period of his life
(and who were gone shortly afterwards),
and yet the reality was that the front
sleeve artwork was actually undertaken by
Capitol in-house designer John Van
Hamersveld, a former artistic contributor
to Surfer Magazine and creator of the
iconic 1964 Endless Summer movie poster
( a n d t h e n - b o y f r i e n d o f Ho n e y a
Thompson, the elusive Smiley Smile artist)
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As with the previous album release,
Geller was the instigator behind the
concept, but the responsibility for the
actual layout fell into the lap of
Hamersveld.
In conversation with this author, during
early 2016, Hamersveld recalled: “I was
working as the personal art director for
Brown Meggs, the V.P. of the Capitol
Records Distribution Company, and was
also working on the American release for
The Beatles ‘Magical Mystery Tour’ album
during that time as well. For The Beach
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THE ORIGINAL SONG
SELECTION
• Wild Honey
• Here Comes The Night
• Let The Wind Blow
• I Was Made To Love Her
• The Letter (recorded ‘live’)
• Darlin'
• A Thing Or Two
• Aren't You Glad
• Cool Cool Water
• Game Of Love
• Lonely Days
• Honey Get Home
Handwritten ammendments to the
note above include the additions of “I’d
Love Just Once To See You” and “How
She Boogalooed It”
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Boys I went out to the Santa Monica Palisades
(Brian’s house on Bellagio Road) with the
photographer (Geller himself) and I directed as
we shot the photo for the front sleeve, with the
stain glass window on the front of the house. The
house was connected to the garage where the
band practiced but Brian wasn’t there at the time,
apparently his behavior was out of control and he
was alone.
“When I got the photograph back I cropped it
as a design, drew the font by hand to fit the style
of the window and pasted it up. (However) I
haven’t seen the back cover as, at Capitol at that
time, the back of the sleeve was controlled by the
liner note writers, in a diﬀerent department…”
Geller himself, in a 2022 article in the Endless
Summer Quarterly fanzine, explained to editor
David Beard, “My original idea was to take a

"I was finally free (from my
previous contract) to be on an
album cover and it turned out
to be ‘Wild Honey’. I lost to a
beautifully hand-painted
window"

picture of the stain-glassed window [with]
The Beach Boys in front. That was the
concept. It would have been great, but
Dennis didn’t show up, so I just took a
picture of the window...”

Bruce Johnston (Beach Boy)

With hindsight it is noticeable how the
font on the Wild Honey sleeve compares
alongside that of the Magical Mystery Tour,
and one wonders how much Hamersveld
was influenced by the original U.K. design
although, in the eyes of some, his hand
drawn work hasn’t aged well and looks
amateurish in comparison with the more
successful Magical Mystery Tour font.
Definitely a sign of the times...

The rear of the sleeve, as noted by John,
was overseen by the main liner
contributor, and this time Arny Geller did
earn his appropriate credit. Working
alongside a new design contact of his,
Craig Butler, the duo created a pleasing,
yet rather uneven aﬀair, albeit one that is
dominated by the featured album title,
written in a series of small honeycombed
hexagons, which is presented completely
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out at Zuma Beach during the summer of
1967, whilst the image of Bruce was from a
l o n e p h o to s h o o t u n d e r t a ke n m o r e
recently. As to where the photographs of
Carl, Mike and Alan come from remains
unclear, although there are suggestions that
lead us to assume that the images of Carl
and Mike are from the August 1967
rehearsal sessions for the then-upcoming
concert appearances in Hawaii...

“Get a breath of
that country air...”
void of any color; a complete contrast to
the hues and tones of 1967/68 Los Angeles
(although, it should be noted, most rear
sleeves rarely featured color printing back
then). The six narrow pictures of the
individual group members lined up
alongside do make an impressive display
(six... count them - SIX, Bruce finally gets
his recognition, albeit on the rear of the
sleeve), but the varying selection, from
varying sources, do not sit comfortably
together. The pictures of Brian and Dennis
originate from a group photo session taken
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Finally, we have the text layout, appearing
rather unbalanced at first glance. However,
the words that appear, personally written
by assistants Steve and Arny (Korthof and
Geller), originally contained far more
lineage and were edited down to match the
recently amended final track line-up. As
highlighted on a rare document that hails
from The Beach Boys own oﬃces the notes
originally were due to read as:
Honey, of the wild variety, on a shelf in Brian's
kitchen, was not only an aid to all of The Beach
Boys health, but the source of inspiration for the
single "Wild Honey". Soon after the R&B
flavored "Wild Honey" came eight other new
songs, and a Beach Boys version of "I Was Made
To Love Her". "The Letter" was recorded live in

D
L
I
W SMiLE!
Amongst the various re-issues of the
WILD HONEY album that have appeared
over the years is this collectible gem,
originating from Venezuela.
The WILD HONEY album,
cross-pollinated with the SMILEY
SMILE cover!
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Hawaii this last summer. It is to be a part of a
new, upcoming ‘live’ album which will be
highlights from a variety of shows. Everyone
worked hard yet again. We think this is a
great album. We love to listen to it. We might
just be biased because we work for The Beach
Boys. Please see what you think...
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Steve and Arny
Clearly, "The Letter" was dropped
from the original selection (reportedly
the ‘live’ tapes from Hawaii were not up
to standard), which made necessary a
edit of the sleeve notes, although
another document from the sessions
oﬀers a full track listing (see four pages
previous), including a number of other
cuts that failed to make the final
selection That same piece of paper
initially lists the sole producer as Brian
Wilson, although a hastily scribbled note
alongside changes this to say ‘the BBs’.
The catalogue number shown is also
listed as ST9003, which would have been
the reference had the album appeared
on the band’s own Brother Records,
instead of its eventual release as part of
Capitol's own library. It would appear
that change was still afoot in the camp...
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Note the ‘unofficial’ album above. It’s
interesting to see that Bruce didn’t make
the journey to Hawaii for the live
performance that resulted in ‘The
Letter’... but Brian did!

A TH I N G O R T WO 5
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or BRIAN HALLUCINATES ME
by David Dalton
J U LY 1 9 6 7 a n d a
group of photographers
meet up at Zuma
Beach, nineteen miles
to the west of Malibu,
on the Pacific Coast
Highway, to attend a
Capitol Records photo
session with The Beach
Boys. Journalist David
Dalton was one of the
chosen few and his
experience
and
memories of that day
were recalled in this
article, printed in
GA DF LY Ma g a z i n e
during April 1998.
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After Pet Sounds
Brian Wilson became the mad genius of
The Beach Boys, a prodigy who had
miraculously emerged out of the surf and
car culture of southern California. He was
an American kind of prodigy, a tinkerer
and visionary like Edison, someone who
could spin magic out of thin, sweetened
air. He was as self-eﬀacing, childlike, and
bemused as Huck Finn - and utterly devoid
of the aggressive hipsterism of other late
sixties idols. Brian actually had little
interest in cars or surfing - these were
Dennis's domain. When I once asked him
about surfing he advised me to "Stay away
from that stuﬀ. It's dangerous."
It was July 1967 the Summer of Love on
Zuma Beach, California, that I first met
Brian Wilson during one of those loony
episodes mystical bond as mistaken
identity that could only have happened in
that year. A group of select photographers
had been invited to the beach for the
afternoon to shoot The Beach Boys. I had
managed to wangle myself an invitation
from their press agent, the sublime and
subversive Derek Taylor.
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It was a singular occasion because this
was the first time Brian Wilson had been
photographed or seen since he had entered
his mad genius phase which had began
with the genesis of Pet Sounds. Brian had
done much of the astounding production
work on the album while the rest of the
group was away on tour. You could call
t h e i r p r e v i o u s L P, S u m m e r Da ys , a
conceptual album if you accepted Mike
Love's definition that it was "a concept of
diﬀerent feelings you have in the summer."
B u t Pe t S o u n d s w a s a v e r i t a b l e
gesamtkunstwerk. Roll over, Wagner, tell
Stockhausen the news! When Pet Sounds
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came out in 1966, everyone was stunned.
So subtle and hypnotic was it that it
seemed to emanate from some
intercortical place inside your brain.
Before Pet Sounds Brian had been simply a
Boy Wonder with a flair for writing pop
songs that accelerated like hot rods. By
ingeniously fusing Chuck Berry's guitar
onto Four Freshman harmonies he had
created The Beach Boys' custom sound.
He was brilliant, everybody conceded that,
but before Pet Sounds no one outside of his
brothers and intimates guessed that there
was anything strange or out of the
ordinary about Brian. And maybe there

wasn't. Then along came fame and drugs.
Now he was in upper realms of inspired
eccentricity. One of those possessed
geniuses who repair to mountain retreats
and ivory towers to recreate the world out
of their own fevered brains. In Brian's case
his sonic laboratory was on Bellagio Drive
in Bel Air where
he planned to
create his own
"teenage
symphonies to
God."

What the
surf said
We had come to
Zuma Beach to
capture a rare
event, the young
genius at play. As
we approached, we
could see Brian's
head bobbing in
the waves. A
French photographer aptly compared it to
the recently published photographs of
Mao Zedong swimming in the Yellow
River. So here was Brian - a very large
Brian - swimming, paddling, walking on
the sand. The Beach Boys all except Brian
were assuming traditional Beach Boy
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poses. You know, like the ones on the
album covers. Tan, blond boys all in a line
carrying a surf board, in front of a woody
station wagon, on a sailboat. Essentially a
California Buick commercial. But Brian
was not cooperating. He was oﬀ by himself
being a genius. Nothing on earth could
persuade him to
join the Beach Boy
pyramid now being
constructed down
the beach - Al
Jardine and Carl
Wi l s o n o n t h e
shoulders
of
D e n n i s Wi l s o n ,
M i ke L o v e a n d
Bruce Johnston.
Wi t h t h a t
i n f i n i te l y s we e t
vacant look of his,
he ignored all
imploring cries to
join the contrived

Author’s Note: Despite the recollections of
the writer of this article photographic
evidence suggests that Bruce was not
present that day and it was, in fact, Brian
joining in with the activities
.....

fun. There wasn't anything defiant or
rebellious about this. Brian was just being
Brian. There were Japanese photographers
smothered in so many Nikons it looked
like samurai armor. There were earnest
Germans with sun umbrellas, New York
sharp shooters, and French existentialists
seizing the decisive moment. Except there
weren't any decisive moments. Brian just
wouldn't play with the others. If there'd
been a Christmas tree he wouldn't have sat
under it with the other children.
Frustrating as it was, we understood. We
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were in the presence of genius. Brian was a
genius and this is what geniuses do. Would
the Buddha have sat under the Bodhi tree
for a photo opportunity?
"Work with me, here, Govinda. A little
more profile, gimme that inscrutable smile
thing. Good. Hold it!" So we put up with
it, shooting whatever we could. I felt Brian
and I were kin in some indefinable way. I
had listened to Pet Sounds under controlled
substances and thought I had divined its
kabbalistic core. I sensed that I alone

could reach him. I approached him
gingerly, as one would to address the Dalai
Lama. And then something amazing
happened. Instead of picking up a sea shell
and turning away to examine it as he had
done with the other photographers, Brian
beamed at me. I felt, at that moment,
blessed. Perhaps he did recognize some
aﬃnity with me. I had tuned into the
Buddha/Brian wavelength. Brian looked
like an American Buddha - benign,
unruﬄed, inscrutable and I wanted to
catch that quality. I asked him to sit on the
shoreline with his back to the ocean so the
waves would break around his head like a
cloud-halo in a Tibetan tanka. This he did
without a moment's hesitation. Brian
understood symbolism. The world was fast
becoming transparent, and surf for him
had by now transubstantiated into a mystic
essence. In "Surf ’s Up" waves represented,
he said, "the eternal now," a Heraclitan
analog for the ceaseless lapping of a
hallucinated present on an ever-receding
consciousness.
Whatever pose I asked him to assume,
he carried it out with great earnestness.
With touching concern he would ask if he
was doing a good job. "Is this what you
want? Am I doin’ okay?" It was beyond my
wildest dreams. It was beginning to
seriously enrage the other paparazzi. How
far could I go with this? To capture the
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cosmic and surreal quality of the moment
I asked Brian if I could photograph him
reflected in the hubcap of his Rolls Royce
(on getting to the parking lot we decided
that the chrome fender of a fifties Buick
would make a cooler mirror). As if
partaking in some bizarre ceremony he
bowed down with great solemnity and put
his face next to the shiny convex surface.
Looking at Brian’s abr uptl y cur ved
reflection (and my own spidery crouching
shape) through the camera viewfinder it
was as if we were in some haunted
hyperspace.

What was this strange power I exerted
over him? He behaved as if my requests
were part of some magic test from a folk
tale where the king has to recognize the
humble stranger as a celestial messenger.
At this point Brian suggested we go back
to his place for some grass and peanut
butter sandwiches. This seemed like a
good idea to me. The throng of
photographers on the beach was stunned.
On the way back, Dennis driving like a
maniac caught up with us. Through the
window of their Rolls Royce, Carl and
Bruce Johnston began throwing handfuls
of jellybeans across the space between us.
The red-yellow-blue-purple candies
seemed to float in slow motion between
the two cars (okay, we’d already had a few
puﬀs of Honduran sinsemilla). In the
intoxication of the moment I sensed
another transcendental allegory basking on
the banks of the Ganges. It was over the
top, but at that instant it seemed to
perfectly capture the mood. Absurdly, this
scene - jellybeans hovering between two
Rolls Royces - brought to mind Shiva
throwing flower petals from his chariot
and watching them turn into butterflies.

Oceanic State of Mind
The house at Bellagio Drive was a
sprawling low-slung California mansion
that reminded me of a small ocean liner.
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The state-of-the-art recording studio was
at one end of the house and, like a sort of
engine room-cum-bridge, it seemed to pull
the rest of the house along in its wake. The
year before in a moment of inspiration
Brian had had the outside of the house

painted bright purple to match his
v i b r a t i o n a l p i t c h a t t h e t i m e . Hi s
neighbors were horrified. They claimed it
was adversely aﬀecting property values and
m a d e h i m r e p a i n t i t . In s i d e , s h a g
carpeting, color TV with the sound oﬀ,
Smokey Robinson and the Miracles
spinning on the turntable. There was the
white grand piano, but the legendary
sandbox in which Brian wiggled his toes
while he composed was gone. Apparently
the cats had misunderstood its purpose.
On a glass coﬀee table was a veritable

pyramid of joints all rolled by the in-house
joint roller. He'd been a flack in the
publicity department of Capitol records

recognizable ty pe, a kind of surfer
delinquent. At first encounter he also
seemed the most normal member of the
group. This turned out to be a serious
misreading. A couple of years later when I
moved into the house in Beverly Glen
where he and Barbara lived I discovered
him to be a perfect maniac. It was Dennis
after all who brought Charles Manson

and now he had this job: rolling doobies
for The Beach Boys.
Their drug of choice was Redi Whip. You
know, the kind that comes in spray cans.
You turn the can upside down, press the
button and inhale the fumes out of the
nozzle. It gave you a crazy little buzz—the
propellant was nitrous oxide. There were
piles of garbage bags filled with empty
Redi Whip cans. Periodically there was
talk about donating the cans to some
institution—the whipped cream was still
in them. Then again, several hundred cans
with the nitrous oxide sucked out of them
might arouse suspicion.
In this "Doris Day of rock groups"
(Bruce Johnston's phrase) Dennis was
d e c i d e d l y t h e h i p p e s t— h e w a s a
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round. But that's another story. For the
moment Dennis seemed aﬀable and cool. I
passed him a joint. He sniﬀed it the way a
dog might do, holding the scent in his
nostrils. Abruptly he pushed it away and

very matter-of-factly said: "When I smoke
grass with someone, I don't know whether
to kiss them or run screaming out of the
room." Looking into his now-swirling eyes
I didn't know which one would have been
scarier. There was something of a werewolf
about Dennis. In the last couple of years
before he died with his long white hair and
haunted face he actually began to resemble
the doomed Lawrence Talbot on a full
moon.

Delirium As Mistaken
Identity

Brian was (apparently) oblivious of
everything swirling around him. He walked
about his house with a child’s cassette
player in the shape of a yellow plastic
duck, swinging it by the handle like a
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toddler. On it he played only one song, the
Ronette's "Be My Baby" (and only the first
four notes of that). "Be My Baby" was one
of Phil Spector's classic productions and
Brian studied it like an adept memorizing
the Koran. He had about twenty copies of
it on tape. He'd play it in the studio, in the
car, out at the pool. Brian worshipped Phil
Spector, who by this time had become a
paranoid recluse and was seen by mortals
even less frequently than Brian. People
reported sightings of Phil on Sunset Strip
the way you'd spot an alien landing. Clearly
Brian was following in Spector's footsteps.
The diﬀerence was there was something
dark and gothic about Phil. Brian, however
strange, could never be described as
sinister. Over and over again Brian would
play those four Masonic notes. Boom
boom-boom pow! Boom boom-boom pow!
Boom boom-boom pow! They followed
him wherever he went like the leitmotif of
a character in an opera. They possessed for
Brian an almost mystical significance. He
saw them as some sort of cosmic code. He
felt that through this sonic key he had
unlocked a universal mystery, as if all
sounds participated in some mysterium
tremendum, a sort of pre-verbal language
that intimately links humans, animals and
inanimate things.
"Know what's weird about this?" Brian
asked in his ingenuous way, playing those

four pantocratic notes for the twentieth
time. "It's the same sound a carpenter
makes when he's hammering in a nail, a
bird sings when it gets on its branch, or a
baby makes when she shakes her rattle.
Didja ever notice that?" A little sheepishly,
I admitted I hadn't. Given the mystical
aﬃnity between us, I felt I shouldn’t have
missed this cosmic clue.
Brian is deep. He really is. A little like
Andy Warhol, he affected a sort of
feeble-minded precociousness that acted
as a protection. Once, when Brian and
Marilyn were away I stayed in his house. In
the bedroom I found a box full of tapes. I
assumed they were studio demos or
reference tracks and threw one on the tape
machine. It was the strangest thing. All the
tapes were of Brian talking into a tape
recorder. Hour after hour of stoned
ramblings on the meaning of life, color
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vibrations, fate, death, vegetarianism and
Phil Spector.
"C'mon upstairs," said Brian
conspiratorially, "I want to show you
something." In the master bedroom was a
very expensive automatic baby swing that
would rock back and forth at diﬀerent
speeds to diﬀerent lullabies. It was the
only thing in the house that didn't play "Be
My Baby." It didn't need to, it was a
present from Phil Spector. Brian pointed it
out to me knowingly. Okay, I understood
the mystic significance of those four notes,
but what could I possibly read into a baby
swing? What did it mean? That Phil had
bestowed his mana on Brian's child? I
could see Brian was waiting for me to
acknowledge something. But what? Was I
meant now to reveal who I really was? But
who was I? I was speechless. The clues
were everywhere, but I'd missed them. In

almost a whisper he said: "Phil, what are
you doing here?" All right, now I was
seriously freaked. Phil? It's true I had a
scraggly little beard and mustache at the
time, but reader, I don't remotely resemble
Phil Spector. Brian was clearly getting a wee
bit paranoid himself. He thought Phil
Spector had disguised himself as a rock
photographer to find out what Brian was up
to in the studio. So my entree into the

the scaly grip of twin demons. He imagined
that the hallucinated (and unlikely) pairing
of Phil Spector and John Frankenheimer
had plotted to "mess with my head." In his
terror the wildly oscillating Brian had cast
himself as a psychotic phantom running
down the sun-drenched sidewalks of Sunset
Strip from his own pursuing shadow.

sanctum sanctorum of The Beach Boys had
not been based on some mystical bonding
of souls but on a case of mistaken identity
(or maybe not).

.....

By this point Brian was seeing Phil
Spectors all over the place - especially
where he wasn’t. It was as if Phil’s absence
had created an entity so pervasive and
ubiquitous that he had become as menacing
and spectral as his name. Brian came out of
the John Frankenheimer movie Sounds in
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A year and a half later, after Altamont, I
came back for another visit. After the
gotterdammerung of the late sixties the
idea of escaping back into Brian’s magic
kingdom was very appealing. So I came
back to L.A. and spent several months
hanging out with The Beach Boys while
they cut their album Sunflower. The times
had changed, the cosmic finger had writ
and having writ moved on. Brian and I now
bonded over new varieties of peanut butter.
I spent a lot of time with him that winter,
but nothing afterwards ever approached my
goofy epiphany at Zuma Beach.
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FRIENDS
Released on Capitol Records (ST-2895)
June 24th 1968
Produced by The Beach Boys
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 126
Front Sleeve Artwork : David McMacken
Sleeve Design : Geller & Butler
Advertising

Meant For You (Wilson/Love)
Friends (Wilson/Wilson/Wilson/Jardine)
Wake The World (Wilson/Jardine)
Be Here In The Morning
(Wilson/Wilson/Wilson/Love/Jardine)
When A Man Needs A Woman
(Wilson/Wilson/Wilson/Jardine/Korthof/Parks)
Passing By (Wilson)
Anna Lee, The Healer (Wilson/Love)
Little Bird (Wilson/Kalinich)
Be Still (Wilson/Kalinich)
Busy Doin’ Nothin’ (Wilson)
Diamond Head (Vescozo/Ritz/Ackley/Wilson)
Transcendental Meditation (Wilson/Love/Jardine)
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WHEN THE FRIENDS ALBUM APPEARED, during the
spring of 1968, The Beach Boys were on the swift decline amongst the populous of the
U.S.A. The previous two albums, Smiley Smile and Wild Honey, had barely scraped into the
lower reaches of the best-selling album lists, and their concert draw was also on a
downward spiral. Whilst all around them the ‘rock’ scene was getting heavier, louder and
far more serious, with a major U.S. shift of activity moving further up the western
coastline to the more northerly city of San Fransisco, the six-piece band were moving in
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the opposite direction. Friends was by far
the mellowest album they had committed
to tape, a twelve track collection that
barely managed to raise the head oﬀ the
proverbial pillow at times, and despite the
relative beauty and polished production
that still flowed through many of the
songs, such was the public dismissal of
their current output that it failed to reach
the Top 100 at all, peaking at a lowly #126.
Two years had passed since the release of
Pet Sounds but in commercial terms the fall
from grace was seemingly far swifter. The
band had reached a crossroads, desperate
to maintain their popularity at home, and
yet seemingly misguided in their activities.
A major tour, influenced by their recent
interest in transcendental meditation, and
utilizing the discipline’s spiritual leader,
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, as support was a
financial disaster, especially in the wake of
the recent assassinations of guiding
political lights Bobby Kennedy and Martin
Luther King. Nevertheless, they still
recognized they had an audience away
from their native homeland, particularly in
the U.K., where the new album oﬀering
steadily climbed to an impressive #13
position, and over the following two years
t h e y l o y a l l y s t u c k to t h e i r f o r e i g n
audiences, assured of a warm response.
Friends as a whole is a particularly
pleasant collection on the ears, gently
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flowing from track to track, uncovering
hidden snatches of talent from the
previously bridled drum stool of Dennis

Wilson, still charting new territory in the
exotic rhythms and sounds of “Diamond
Head”, stil l surging for th with the
beautiful harmonies that caressed the
titled track, and one can almost sense the
calming mood that runs throughout the
entire LP by the loose images and pastel
shades that grace the front sleeve. Jai Guru
Dev...

W

e
k
a the world...

A World Record Club version of the
‘Friends’ album, that includes “Good
Vibrations” instead of “Diamond Head”

Below: A latterday Beach Boys collection
clearly inspired by the ‘Friends’ sleeve...
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The wistful collection of faces that appear
amongst the billowing clouds and throughout the
green landscape oﬀer a tranquil, calming sense of
well being to the proceedings, and whilst the actual
artwork may leave it diﬃcult at times to work out
exactly who is represented in each area of the frame
the overall impression is one of extreme warmth.
The instantly recognizable, cherubic face of Brian
appears through the clouds in the top left corner of
the sleeve, whilst the image of Alan appears on the
opposite side, but just who the remaining faces
represent is open to discussion. Certainly, the small
image to the left of Alan (decked out in 1960s de
r i g u e u r d a r ke n e d g l a s s e s ) i s r e m a r k a b l y
non-representative of any of The Beach Boys
themselves and one wondered if the artist, David
McMacken, a graduate of the Art Center College of
Design in LA, snuck that one in on the sly - and so
in 2016, for the updated version of this project, I
tracked down McMacken and asked him about the
artwork and how it all came about.
With a fading 48 years of hindsight, he recalled;
“To be honest I didn't even know who the Beach
Boys were! I had just got out of art school in LA,
and one of my good buddies, Craig Butler, had
already graduated and had formed his own
advertising agency, Geller/Butler Advertising, and
had got the assignment, and he said that he wasn’t
sure how to illustrate the cover in the new
psychedelic trend of the times. (So together) we
picked a Peter Max inspired look and wanted the
Beach Boys in the sky like diamonds - that hadn't
happened yet so forgive me for mixing the past and

the future - with the boys reflecting in the
water, all graphic and bright colors. I don't
remember any other ideas we discussed,
and that wa s the heady time when
assignments where handed out and you
where left to your own devices and just
brought back the finished artwork – here’s
you art, enjoy… peace and love!”

representation of their persona, at least
Br uce must have felt a sense of

Arny Geller would later recount how he
believed the concept to be influenced by
the four elements - air, water, fire and
earth - the colors of which were duly
represented within the finished work.
McMacken continued: ““I recall the
piece was done in ink and gouache paint,
making a very vibrant and transparent look
to the work. As it turned out the faces
resembling anyone else was not
intentional, just good or bad drawing on
my part, and I always viewed them as The
Beach Boys. I never talked to the band at
all, and all work went through
Geller/Butler and their contact. The
original artwork? Somebody’s got it up on
their wall! We hadn't figured art ownership
yet (back then), so all of my pieces went to
my buyer and I assumed they owned the
art too. Dumb boy Dave!”
The central focus for the front sleeve is,
naturally, the six-man band highlighted in a
deep red tone, and whilst the image is
perhaps more of a simplistic
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satisfaction, finally getting his face (of
sorts) on the front for the first time, and
the tidy header font style, neatly displayed
at the top of the sleeve, is a far superior
l a y o u t t h a t t h a t w h i c h g r a c e d i t ’s
predecessor.
Flipping over and the rear of the cover
oﬀers one of the cleanest images from any
of the boys’ catalogue to date. The sublime
golden sunset reflected in the rolling
evening waves, is simply a wondrous vision
to behold, and credit must be given to the
sleeve designers for this overtly simple yet
delightful ima ge, although later
re-pressings were wastefully issued in black
and white. Just to see the pure gold
lighting up the sky, shining it’s wealth

down upon the mighty waters, conjures up
so many memories and thoughts, although
to b r i n g t h i s i n to p e r s p e c t i v e t h i s
undocumented image, potentially chosen
from the vast photographic library on oﬀer
to Capitol Records, could well be the view
from the polluted mouth of London’s River
T h a m e s s i m p l y ‘ to u c h e d u p ’ i n t h e
p h o to g r a p h i c s t u d i o ( a l t h o u g h o n e
genuinely hopes this isn’t so)...
Once again Brian Wilson’s friend-at-hand,
Arny Geller, accepts some applause for his
eﬀorts here although on the sleeve notes
the full credit is now to be officially
awarded to the previously mentioned
Geller & Butler Advertising, an agency
set-up with art designer Craig Butler.
However, the only other credits that the
partnership seemingly earned during that
era appear on the acclaimed but
commercially ignored 1968 albums by the
C u r t B o e t t c h e r / G a r y Us h e r s t u d i o
creations The Millennium and Sagittarius
(below) along with uncredited design work
for The Byrds Sweetheart Of The Rodeo LP.

Butler explains: “Arny called me out of the
blue one day whilst I was in London
chasing after a young lady I went to art
school with. He said ‘you don’t know me
but I am the road and production manager
for The Beach Boys and we have a problem
coming up with the full package for the
(then upcoming) ‘Wild Honey’ album and
could I come back to the States to meet
with him and the group. A week later I was
home and Arny wanted me to meet Brian
Wilson so he drove me to his house in Bel
Air. It was painted bright magenta and he
was being sued by the home owners
association. Everyone hated it! We went
into the house and my mind was blown, the
entire entry way and living room were
turned into a giant sand box!
“I was only slightly involved with ‘Wild
Honey’, but I got feedback from Brian and
I later used it whilst creating the ‘Friends’
album with Dave McMacken. Dave really
took over the job because he painted it.
Arny was just the client contact...”
Interestingly, its also worth noting that
Brian’s sister-in-law, Diane Rovell, a fellow
songwriter and performer, and one third of
The Honeys, is aﬀorded the honor of
writing the wording that appears on the
rear of the cover.
Although often overlooked, Diane’s role
within The Beach Boys’ organization over
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the years was regularly the arduous task of setting up the
sessions, arranging the studio and the musicians, and the
reward for her eﬀorts was surely pleasing.
Yes, the words are brief; “On behalf of The Beach Boys, I
would like to take this opportunity to thank our many musician
friends for taking part in the making of this album...”
...but it certainly makes a more personal read that the
often cold lines from Nick Venet, Dick Clark or whoever.
And yet, as we note already, did anyone really read these
words back in 1968? Did they bother listening to the
eﬀorts that all of these fine musicians had made? Or was
everybody too ‘out there’, too busy doin’ nothin’, too
deeply involved with their inner self to really see how
wondrously talented The Beach Boys still were...
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A TH I N G O R T WO 6

THE CAPITOL
COLLECTIONS
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WITH THE DECADE now agonizingly
dragging itself towards its final few years
neither Capitol Records, nor the American
public as a whole, had re-tapped into the
already vast catalogue that The Beach Boys
had amassed to date. Sixteen albums had
appeared on the label by the summer of
1968 and yet many had already slipped
b a c k i n to t h e d a r ke n e d v a u l t s a n d
memories, awaiting future reappraisal.
During the hazy summer of 1966 Capitol
Records, dissatisfied with the direction
that the bands’ then ‘new’ album, Pet
Sounds, was heading opted to issue to first
of a series of Best Of albums compiling,
what they considered, to be the very best
that the band had to oﬀer up to that
moment in time. Clocking in at a meagre
30 minutes or less, and comprising of just
twelve tunes (including such non-hits as
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THE BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS
The U.K. EMI editions of the first two volumes, highlighting
the differences between the U.S./U.K. track selections
“Louie Louie” and “You’re So Good To
Me”), their faith in the project seemed
surprisingly justified as it steadily climbed
up the Billboard charts to peak at a healthy
#8 – two places higher than the pinnacle
of Pet Sounds.
Best Of Volume Two appeared the following
summer, comprising of a further twelve
hits and oddities (peaking at #50), whilst
the series finally came to an end when Best
Of Volume Three was issued during August
of 1968 but could only muster a lackluster
#153 placing on the chart lists - but what
could you really expect, seeing “Frosty The
Snowman” nestling up alongside “God
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Only Knows”, “She Knows Me Too Well”
and “Surfin’”?. There seemed scant thought
g i v e n to t h e a r t i s t i c f l o w o f t h e s e
two-minute musical masterpieces.
Interestingly, across the ocean in the U.K.,
where the band maintained a loyal
following throughout the barren U.S. years
of the late 60’s, all three albums achieved
Top 10 status (reaching #’s 2, 3 and 8
respectively) despite a slightly alternate,
and some may argue better track selection.
Aside of various other late 1960s Capitol
collections and repackages; Good Vibrations
(actually appearing during the spring of
1970), Deluxe Set, Close Up and a decade

closing U.K.-only Greatest Hits (that saw a
shift in both style and presentation of the
band), the only other significant release of
non-new material also appeared during
August 1968; and that is by far the most
interesting of the collections.
Stack-o-Tracks, comprised of fifteen
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recordings, delicately stripped of the
groups distinctive vocals, leaving the
listener to appreciate the complexity of
Brian Wilson’s original studio backing
tracks. Reportedly chosen by Carl Wilson
himself the diversity of the selected works,
ranging from the early surfin’ sounds of

“Catch A Wave” and “Surfer Girl” through
to the more adventurous arrangements of
“Sloop John B” and “Let Him Run Wild”,
gave the opportunity to appreciate just
what went into the sound of The Beach
Boys, BEFORE the more instantaneously
recognizable vocals were added.
C o m m e r c i a l l y, t h e r e c o r d w a s a
comparative failure, not registering on the
charts at all, which made Capitol’s decision
to release the package even more puzzling,
and yet, for the hardened follower, the
release was a god-send. Only now could
anyone truly hear the genius that lay
behind those harmonious voices.
Best Of The Beach Boys contains probably
the most satisfying front artwork of the
three releases in the ‘hits’ series, featuring
a number of relatively recent individual
photographs, Brian, Dennis, Mike, Carl
and Alan respectively, all taken within the
recording studio. As with the recent Pet
Sounds sleeve the image of Bruce Johnston
was deemed unusable once again due to his
previous contact issues with Columbia
Records. The chosen songs are all then
prominently listed in alternating colors
underneath, red, black and blue, set
against a plain white backdrop. Best Of The
Beach Boys Volume Two in comparison
contains just one picture on the front of
the sleeve, once again featuring the five
predominant members, minus Bruce, this
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time sitting astride a large fallen tree, set in the
wooded hillsides surrounding Lake Arrowhead,
situated around 80 miles east of central Los
Angeles. The group had visited the hills that day
(April 25th 1966) initially intent on shooting
some footage for a Pet Sounds promotional film,
but clearly a few additional stills were also shot
during their brief visit. It’s a nice pose, although
Carl looks rather uncomfortable, seated second
from left.
Best Of The Beach Boys Volume Three is by far the
weakest presentation of the series, featuring two
frames that, by the date of release, were at least
twelve months, or more, out of date. The main
picture is from the July 1967 photo shoot held
out at Zuma Beach, with the five group members
forming a human pyramid, although it is worth
noting that by this stage Bruce WAS eligible to
appear on the front sleeve - he just didn’t.
However, this was clearly a grab-bag collection,
hastily compiled to complete the series, and little
thought was put into the presentation, a
suggestion confirmed by the fact that the second
picture featured was simply an edited version, set
sideways up the edge of the sleeve, of the same
frame that had graced Volume Two. And this time
there were no tracks listed on the front at all.
By the time that the Stack-o-Tracks album saw
release the group was reaching a new low in
homegrown popularity. Nevertheless, the album
was certainly presented with fresh thought, and
featured not only a relatively new photograph for
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the front sleeve, taken during early Spring
1968 and the first oﬃcial release to feature
all six members (taking into consideration
that Friends featured a painting depicting
the six-man band), but also an exclusive
16-page accompanying booklet, containing
both photographs and lyric and music
charts for the fifteen tracks. An impressive
set indeed for one doomed to fail...
The picture that graced the front of
this package is surely a tempting tease
for the true audiophile, seeing the group
standing next to an enormous pile of tape
boxes from the vaults. Heaven knows what
gems could be heard from within these
p r e c i o u s f i l e s , a l t h o u g h t wo b ox e s
containing sessions from the 1965 Party
album appear as the only truly
decipherable lettering amongst the stacked
tapes. A number of pictures were taken on
that day, some of which feature Marilyn
posing alongside Brian, but few seem to
circulate amongst collectors, whilst the
photographer remains sadly uncredited on
the actual LP sleeve. The British version,
appearing in the stores some eight years
later, during the mid-1970’s resurgence in
the groups worldwide popularity, was
issued with a completely alternate sleeve,
with the artwork suggesting a crate of tape
cans washed up upon the beach... A nice
concept, although the sleeve itself was
more suited to the budget reissue the
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album was unfortunately deemed worthy
of by EMI U.K., who also chose to adjust
the actual album title from Stack-o-Tracks to
Stack O’ Tracks. Nevertheless, they did
generate some interesting promotional
artwork (see next page).

The U.K. ‘Stack O’ Tracks’ (above)
and the 1970 ‘Greatest Hits’ package

Below: Two European-only compilations that appeared on Capitol Records during the decade...
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10.30 I turned my radio on

SOME GROUP WAS PLAYING A MUSICAL SONG

17

20/20
Released on Capitol Records (SKAO-133)
February 3rd 1969
Produced by Brian Wilson & The Beach
Boys
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 68
Front & Rear Photography by Ed Simpson

Do It Again (Wilson/Love)
I Can Hear Music (Spector/Greenwich/Barry)
Bluebirds Over The Mountain (Hickey)
Be With Me (Wilson)
All I Want To Do (Wilson)
The Nearest Faraway Place (Johnston)
Cotton Fields (The Cotton Song) (Ledbetter)
I Went To Sleep (Wilson/Wilson)
Time To Get Alone (Wilson)
Never Learn Not To Love (Wilson)
Our Prayer (Wilson)
Cabinessence (Wilson/Parks)
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UNFAIRLY MISTREATED
for a number of years as a grab-bag
collection of singles and outtakes’ this
1969 LP release is actually a fine eﬀort by
the band in their quest to re-seek public
acclaim amongst the record buying public.
Well, maybe eﬀort is taking it a step too far
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and, yes, maybe it is partly a collection of
older recordings, but it STILL plays from
track one through to track twelve with a
certain comforting flow...
The three opening numbers, “Do It
Again”, “I Can Hear Music” and “Bluebirds
Over The Mountain”, were the three

Two budget compilation albums that appeared later, both featuring alternate images from
the 1969 Ed Simpson/Capitol photo shoot
singles taken oﬀ the album in a bid to raise
awareness of the release, two of which had
already graced the charts at the time of
issue, albeit fleetingly, whilst two of the
remaining cuts were from the legendary
SMiLE sessions (with a hint of additional,
updated vocal overdubs). The remaining
inclusions were all from a varying batch of
sessions recorded between May and
November of 1968 - and perhaps that is
why this grag-bag image persists after all
of these years. It’s not as if the group went

20/20
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into the studios cold and in a matter of
weeks combined and produced a cohesive
sounding release, is it?
Nevertheless, some of the defining
moments that can be picked from the
grooves do rate as some of the finest
recordings from the bands late 60’s period.
Dismiss Carl’s wondrous production of
Phil Spector’s “I Can Hear Music” if you
will, unbelievably rendered by Ronnie
Spector herself as the ‘definitive rendition’,
or skip Dennis’s powerful “Be With Me” at

Including the 1968 Stack-o-Tracks collection, and Capitol’s
official 3-volume Best Of series, this was the group’s 20th
album, in the 20th century, for Capitol Records...

Above: Rare South African retitled
variation of the album, strangely
omitting the band name..
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0/20... 20/20... 20/20... 20/2

“Over and over the crow cries...”
your peril. Then we have the truly gorgeous
melody that graces “Time To Get Alone”,
complete with canyon-like vocal bridge
(that maintains a semi-legendary status
amongst aficionados on its own merit), and
all this is before we reach the awesome
conclusion that is “Cabinessence”, Brian
and Van Dyke’s magnum opus to their
Americana-themed visions of SMiLE...
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Sadly, little thought however, appears to
have gone into the packaging. Maybe the
band figured that after three years of
‘artistic interpretations’ featuring heavily
on their album sleeves it was time to get
back to basics. A simple colorful
photograph, showing America that here
they were, The Beach Boys, no longer
decked out in their stripy shirts, they were
now looking as hip as, well... much of their
‘nice’ audiences at home. Let the true

hippies and freaks gravitate to the heavier
bands from ‘frisco, but The Beach Boys,
true to themselves and their school, were
the eco-friendly version of L.A. cool...
As to be expected, Dennis looks most at
home with the new image, the red shirt
flowing down, bell-bottomed pants, his
long hair swept away to the side, whilst
Bruce (at last, a photograph on the front
cover...) simply looks like the rich, single
guy he is. However, Alan, Carl and Mike all
appear slightly ‘uncomfortable’ in their
new garb. Carl is just that touch ‘too’
smart, Alan is a crossbreed between the
casual and the well-dressed, praying for
acceptance, and Mike just looks bemused,
although signs are definitely afoot, and the
beard is growing denser, as he enters his
‘maharishi/jesus-like’ phase that would
follow over the next couple of years...
The image they collectively portray,
against a red background, bordered by the
dense black surrounding, certainly stands
out, and the stark white simple text at the
top of the sleeve is very precise, and
maybe, just maybe, despite the seemingly
little thought from the Capitol Art
Department, it works. Then again, maybe
that was the plan all along.
The rear of the sleeve keeps the same
format, the text in mirror image, although
a clever ‘moving in action’ still replaces the
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ED SIMPSON
Successful Capitol Records and
freelance photographer

static pose, as does Alan’s
nicely white jacket replacing
the tatty ol’ woolen top (that I
kinda liked...), although Mike’s
manic Mick Fleetwood-like
stare may prove slightly
alarming to some. Credit for
the photography is given to
one Ed Simpson, c/o the
Capitol Photo Studios, and
although Ed had only been
employed by Capitol since
1966 he was already shooting
sleeve photographs for the
likes of legendar y jazzman
Cannonball
Ad d e r l e y,
acclaimed Greenwich village
folkie Fred Neil, as well as The
Beach Boys (and his later
resume would include Beach
Boys associates the Captain &
Tennille). He subsequently left
the employment of the Capitol
tower in 1970 and built up a
successful career as a freelance
and travel photographer that
lasts to the present day...
Now, if there is ONE missed
oppor tunity in the entire
Beach Boys artwork files, then
surely it is the center spread
for the 20/20 album. As to
whether it was the five-piece
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touring bands way of acknowledging
Brian’s contribution to the album,
by way of an inner
photograph, it is unclear,
but to show only the top
part of his face, behind
an oversized eye-chart
(a link to the 20/20
title reference), with
confusing
track
credits lost amongst
the eye-chart lettering,
is such a disappointment.
How much did this package
set the group back? And was the
expenditure saved on the simple
photograph of the outer sleeve a
justification for the additional costs of a
deluxe gatefold? And who indeed was the
person responsible for such a disastrous
spread? Certainly their name wasn’t
represented amongst the bewildering
image unless, of course, it is an anagram
of...

PEZOLCFTD
It is also interesting to note that, despite
not yet making the headlines for other
reasons, the original composer of Dennis’s
“Never Learn Not To Love” wasn’t oﬀered
any due credit on the 20/20 sleeve. Whilst
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reportedly only interested in a cash
settlement for his tune, it’s an
interesting anecdote,
especially in relation to
the
commonly
accepted fact of his
earlier desperation
to break into the
music industry. And
yet one wonders
how Capitol would
have reacted, ten
m o n t h s l a te r, i f t h e
name of Charles Manson
had been duly recorded in their
oﬃcial files.

" You ain't got time for diamonds"
In appears that Charles
Manson wasn't the only
contributor to the album
that missed out on a
sleeve credit. Poet and
group friend Stephen
Kalinich was both lyrical
and musical contributor
to "All I Want To Do" but
missed out on royalty
payments by not claiming
any co-credit...

You’re going out tonight

You put your real good lookin’ clothes on...
“ON THE COVER OF THE
ROLLING STONE”
Left: 1971, and it’s the same
ol’ jersey for Alan...
Bottom: The boys, and the
jersey, hit London during
December of 1968
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ADD SOME MUSIC

To Your Day

18

SUNFLOWER

Slip On Through (Wilson)
This Whole World (Wilson)
Released on Brother Reprise
Add Some Music To Your Day (Wilson/Love/Knott)
(RS-6382) August 31st 1970
Got To Know The Woman (Wilson)
Deirdre (Johnston/Wilson)
Produced by The Beach Boys
It’s About Time (Wilson/Burchman/Jardine)
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 151
Tears In The Morning (Johnston)
All I Wanna Do (Wilson/Love)
Photography : Ricci Martin / Ed Thrasher
Forever (Wilson/Jakobson)
Our Sweet Love (Wilson/Wilson/Jardine)
Sleeve Design : Ed Thrasher
At My Window (Jardine/Wilson)
Cool Cool Water (Wilson/Love)
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IT CAN'T BE EASY trying to match near-perfection, and for The
Beach Boys it had been four years since brother Brian had conceived and created their
Pet Sounds masterwork. Since then, we had seen the promise of SMiLE snatched from
awaiting hands, and four further album releases, all of which had managed moments of
greatness, but in which the overall concept had fallen just short of the benchmark Pet
Sounds had set. However, with the 1970 issue of Sunflower the group took their closest
step yet to equalling that wonderful stage. It was an album that the entire group took
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upon themselves to create, all playing an
essential role in the creation of the project.

c o m p o s i t i o n o f B r u c e Jo h n s t o n’s
“Deirdre”), including the wonderful “This
Whole World” and the sublime “All I
Initially the collection was tendered to
Wanna Do”, the latter once again justifying
Warner Brothers in a slightly diﬀerent
his songwriting partnership with cousin
form, with a proposed April 1970 release,
Mike. Dennis, already on a
and wa s under the label’s
high
following
his
consideration utilizing the title
impressive contributions to
of Add Some Music, named after
the previous 20/20 oﬀering,
the then-current 45rpm
also stepped to the fore
release, a new Wilson/Love
and came up with a
composition (a third credit was
selection of his own
given to a friend of Brian’s, Joe
compositions, including
Knott, who had contributed
t h e b e a u t i f u l l y te n d e r
some lyrical content to the
“ Fo r e v e r ” ( r e p o r t e d l y
song). Unfortunately, with the Above: Early mock-up for the
recording the lead vocal
failure of the single, Warner’s proposed ‘Add Some Music’ release
into a hand-held mic,
chose to reject this initial song Below; An alternate photo used
whilst in an inebriated
selection, deeming it as far too
for a European 45 release of
state).
weak, and six of the songs
were subsequently replaced
Br uce also gave us
for what were thought as
“Tears In The Morning”, a
being stronger and more
delicate forer unner to
suitable eﬀorts. Nevertheless,
what is ultimatel y his
artwork had already been
fin e s t w o r k o n t h e
commissioned for the new
following years “Disney
collection and copies of the
Girls (1957)”, whilst both
early trade advertisements still
Alan and Carl also made
circulate, along with the
significant contributions.
completed Add Some Music sleeve design.
All told, musically, the amended selection
combined to make a truly gorgeous,
Although no longer at his creative peak,
harmony-drenched oﬀering, touching the
Brian contributed to six of the final tunes
soul in places, whilst also providing true
selected on the eventual release (or seven if
rock ‘n’ roll as a solid base.
you count his minor part in the
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Below (centre): The finalized cover slick for the proposed ‘Add Some Music’ album, prior
to Warner’s rejection, and an early press promotional article (right)
Below (left): The original orange crate art. Packaging labels initially used to distribute
Sunflower-branded orange crates, and an image later utilized by art director Ed
Thrasher, following inspiration from Carl, for the reverse of the 1970 Beach Boys album
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Does it match Pet Sounds musically?
Probably not, but it’s as close as the group
would ever come again to such complete,
creative highs...
The packaging for the release, or the
‘album offering’ a s it wa s tenderl y
suggested, stayed faithful to the
original concepts of the Add
Some Music project.
Warner Brother Art
Director
Ed
Thrasher (who had
previously worked
with the band
during their early
successes at Capitol)
created a striking,
simple ima ge for the
f r o n t c o v e r, f e a t u r i n g a
photograph of all six members of the
band, casually dressed in the Californian
sunshine, accompanied by various ‘junior’
members of the respective families (Brian’s
daughter Carnie, Alan’s son Matthew,
Carl’s son Jonah and Mike’s youngest two
children Hayleigh and Christian), one glass
of wine and, what appears to be, a guitar
case.

years later Carl would produce Ricci’s
debut album on Epic Records) and the
location for the shot was on the golf
course at the Martin family's ‘Hidden
Valley Ranch’, near Thousand Oaks in
Ventura County, CA.
Ricci Martin recalls (in his book
That's Amore): “There was a
big pond (at the ranch) and
then a small valley that
Mom had landscaped
and planted as a full
chip-and-putt golf
course for Dad. It was
immaculate and idyllic.
One of the putting
greens of that golf course
was where I took a picture of
The Beach Boys that wound up
on the cover of one of their record
albums. I was still in high school at
Rexford, and since my profession at the
time was as a photographer on Dad’s
television show, I invited The Beach Boys
out to the ranch for a photo session. We
went out to the golf course and they
lounged around on the grass, playing with
their kids. It was a sunny day, and the
photos turned out great.

I’m thinkin’ ‘bout this
whole world...

The front picture itself was taken by
famil y f riend Ricci Mar tin, son of
legendar y crooner Dean Martin, and
brother of Carl’s future wife Gina (seven
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"A few months later, Carl Wilson and his
wife at the time, Annie, called up and said,
‘We have a surprise for you’. They picked

me up in their car, and we
took the roundabout way
onto Sunset Boulevard,
heading west toward the
Strip. Along the way, there was a
huge billboard of the album cover
photo I had taken, promoting Sunflower. It
was a nice thank you...”
As for the title of the finished album,
that came from a collection of orange
packing crate labels that had inspired Carl,
early on during the sessions. Studio
engineer Stephen W. Desper (writing in his
fascinating project Recording The Beach
Boys) recalled: “One day Carl came into the
studio with a stack of orange crate labels
he had been pondering as conception
themes. They all came in a book shaped
box with an accompanying story about
each one. After reviewing them all, many
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were selected as
contenders, blanketing the
studio floor as if a quilt of
candidates. Carl was intrigued
with all of the variations each
theme showed. He especially liked the
‘vibs’ from the Redlands Sunflower Brand
label and passed it around for
consideration. Mike liked it and thought it
was a healthy theme. Brian liked it too
because at that time he was trying to lose
weight and ate sunflower seeds. Alan and
Bruce were there, but I believe Dennis saw
them later. So they discussed and debated.
Eventually word came to call the album
Sunflower. Carl sent his orange crate label
over to Warners Records art department
with a request to make up an album cover
based on the feel and theme of that
sunflower label. Warner’s art people just
lifted the crate image, added a banner in

Photograph
David
that stylebywith
theDalton
word ‘ingredients’ to
come up with the Sunflower album theme,
following Carl’s request...”
Within the context of the request and, as
noted, adapting his earlier Add Some Music
design (although there is evidence to
confirm that Sunflower was also a proposed
working title from the very beginning - see
the label image below), Thrasher managed to
portray the eﬀect of a 1970’s warm
summers day; but the
masterstroke was ensuring
that a vast amount of
the sleeve remained
white...
clean,
precise, eﬀective.
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By turning the cover over, with the vast
whiteness to behold, our attentions are
immediately drawn to the image of the
sunflower itself and the banner, oﬀering us
to digest the following ‘ingredients’.
Certainly, from a band who was going
through the health food kick during that
stage, and were deeply into TM, the
suggestion of 'ingredients' as opposed to a
simple track listing oﬀers a meaningful
vibe and yet, were in not for the gatefold
sleeve one would feel decidedly
disappointed in such a barren use of space.
Nevertheless, we then get to open up the
d e l u x e p a c k a g i n g to r e v e a l t h e s i x
individual group shots, and an interesting
picture of Brian’s Bellagio house exterior,

”
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The U.K. edition of ‘Sunflower’, issued on
the EMI Stateside label, featured a
revised track listing with the 45rpm
version of “Cottonfields”, a Top 10 hit in
that country, as the opening track...
Various other European countries
followed the example (above)
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showing the outside balcony deck that the
group utilized during the recording of the
album itself. Cables are shown strewn
about, hanging over the edge of the
balcony, disappearing into the lush
greenery below, whilst the sun starts its
descent (or rising) behind the tall palm
tress that surround the property. Very nice
indeed...
Much discussion has gone on over the
years as to the image that each group
member chose to portray. Six individual
shots, al l showing them dressed in
costumes that repor tedl y represent
whatever your imagination tells you.
Suggestions have included that the outfits
represent lines from the lyrics to “Add
Some Music To Your Day” - the children
chasing ice cream carts, the blues, folk and
country, you’ll hear it on your wedding day,
the Sunday morning gospel - although
there is certainly no reference to the organ
grinder in either the 'oﬃcial' version of
the song, or the earlier unreleased
outtake that still languishes deep in the
Brother vaults. Long term associate of
the group, Fred Vail (who had also
recently taken over the unenviable task
of group manager during that era)
recalls in conversation with this author
that “I don’t recall the exact reasons for
each guy to select the outfit he did.
However, I think that overall it truly

represented the personalities and make-up of the
band...”
Commenting on suggestions that they were
each representing images from the lyrics to “Add
Some Music” Fred responded that he had “never
looked at it from that angle, but I certainly see
the comparisons, coincidences, similarities. All
are pretty much on target, except Mike as the
guru or Maharishi. Those characters would not be
limited to “Sunday Morning Gospel” and I can’t
quite imagine seeing Mike decked out in dark
b l u e s u i t , d o i n g h i s b e s t ‘ B i l l y Gr a h a m’
imitation...!”
Five of the pictures, excepting the one of Mike
dressed in his finest flowing robes (again with
Hayleigh and Christian), were taken out on the old
studio back lot at Warner’s Burbank Studios, with
both Fred Vail and Art Director/Photographer Ed
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Left: Swiss front sleeve variation
Thrasher in attendance, and a nice outtake from Thrasher’s shoot includes a wide angle
picture showing all five members present smiling in front of the imposing set – with Brian
surrounded by children on his ‘ice cream cart’, his Good Humor hat on his head, Carl
strumming his guitar in his ‘country and western’ outfit, Bruce preparing for the ‘wedding
day’. As to the reasons behind Mike’s absence, Fred suggests that “it was during this
approximate period that Mike was being treated for exhaustion and mental incapacity. He
was hospitalized briefly and in a recovery program for an additional amount of time”.

“I hope you do what you’re damn sure of...”

Various other picture sleeves issued to aid promotion for the “Tears In The Morning’ 45
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However, photographer Ed Thrasher recalls that
Mike simply "decided not to show up. Maybe there
was a bit of a pissing contest going on with the guys?
I went ahead and shot the group individually and had
to bring Mike Love in later..."

Above: This much sought-after 1970 solo release by Dennis,
issued in Europe, featured a ‘Sunflower’ picture on the front
sleeve of the 45. However, it erroneously listed Ricci Martin
as the photographer instead of Ed Thrasher.

Well, whatever the reasons behind the photo
session being one short, when the final product was
eventually issued during the summer of 1970 it was
the perfect setting and presentation for the time but
sadly, it has to be said, not for The Beach Boys. The
album was unforgivably overlooked by the American
audiences, peaking at a distressing #151 over a short
four-week stint on the Billboard charts, and although
it achieved a worthy Top 30 status in the U.K., and
has belatedly been acknowledged for the strong
release it undoubtedly is, the 1970 U.S. public was not
quite ready for a full Beach Boys revival... yet.
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JUST WHO WAS THE

‘GOOD HUMOR MAN’?
IT WAS 1920... and Harry Burt had just
created the Jolly Boy Sucker, a
lollypop on a stick. Later, while
working in his ice cream parlor, Burt
developed a smooth chocolate
coating that was compatible with ice
cream. Unfortunately, the new
combination was too messy to eat,
and so Burt’s young son, Harry Jr.,
suggested that his dad take some
of the wooden sticks used for the
Jolly Boy Suckers and freeze
them into the ice cream. Thus was
created the first ice cream on a stick. The
name GOOD HUMOR came from the
belief that a person’s ‘humor’ or
temperament was related to the humor of
the palate (one’s sense of taste) and to
market his Good Humor Bars, Burt sent
out a fleet of 12 chauffeur-driven trucks
with bells to make door-to-door
deliveries... and The Good Humor Man
was born.
Back in 1963 Brian even composed an
instrumental he called “Good Humor
Man”, later re-titling it as ‘The Rocking
Surfer’ and recording it for their third LP...

Left and right:
1970 and the group harmonize to
a pre-recorded track
for “Tears In The
Morning” on U.K. TV.
(photos by Gijsbert Hanekroot)
Below: Note how the album
title originally curled around
the rainbow, unlike the
final released edition
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ADD SOME MUSIC...
or SUNFLOWER ?
It has been an oft-discussed point across the ensuing years as
to the correct timeline for the Beach Boys first album for Warner
Bros. Records, and, more to the point, what were the working
titles at specific moments.
The Beach Boys history is littered with abandoned, rumored
and/or unfounded album titles across the years from the pre-Pet
Sounds myth that was Remember The Zoo, through the Fading
Rock Group Revival, Reverberation, and Landlocked era, right
up until the Pick Ya Up At 8, New Album and Cousins, Friends &
Brothers storylines of the mid/late 1970s. But one saga that
continues to be discussed to this very day was the 1970 release
of what eventually appeared as Sunflower.
Former recording engineer, and acknowledged Beach Boy
authority Stephen W. Desper stands adamant that the title of
Sunflower was the only ever consideration for this masterful
debut offering for their new record label from a band perspective,
having signed with Warners after an acrimonious split with
Capitol Records, the label that had seen them rise to the very
peak of their creative wave… and then stumble in the white
water than followed. He still owns the original reference discs of
the early incarnations for the song selection, dated 18 February
1970 on the label, and maintains that no other title was ever in
the frame.
Warner Bros. Records, on the other hand, compiled a series
of articles and promotional media during the spring of that year,
alerting the public to the forthcoming new album from America’s
former favorites, to be titled Add Some Music. Indeed, Warners
Art Director, Ed Thrasher (who had previously worked with the
band during their early days at Capitol Records) even produced
a front sleeve design, working under the auspice of the Add
Some Music title, that was subsequently featured in a number of
the label’s upcoming sampler promotional launches.
So what IS the generally agreed version? What do the facts
suggest, over forty-five years after the event? Following detailed
research over the years from noted scribes such as Brad Elliott
and Andrew G. Doe it now appears as such: (continued)
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Firstly the band compiled a series of songs, earmarked for possible inclusion on the
upcoming album, and pressed them onto reference discs for personal listening (dated 18
February 1970 as noted). At this stage, following the initial conceptual idea from Carl
Wilson, the pressings were labeled as Sunflower. However, this disc was for reference
purposes only and was not the intended submission to the label. After discussions as to
which songs should make the final cut they were presented to Warner Bros. Records for
the first time shortly afterwards, with a revised song selection and a proposed album
release date of April 1970. However, this was now under consideration at Warners under
the alternate title of Add Some Music, following the February release of the
Wilson/Love/Knott 45 single of the same name. Details as to why, when or whom directed the
change remains unclear – possibly, in going with Stephen’s sequence of events, it wasn’t a
decision made from within the band, and maybe Warner’s saw the release of the above mentioned
single a cause for a strong tie-in promotion and the change of title was their decision – certainly, the fact that the art
department leapt into action suggests they were 100% behind the new title. And yet, for reasons known only to them
(but believed to be that the collection wasn’t a strong enough proposition overall, coupled with the disappointing
failure of the single) the label then chose to reject the album and the band took the tapes back, opting to rework the
song selection once again, adding in a further selection of newer/reworked songs (“Cool Cool Water” included). A
further submission to Warner’s, now reverting back to the original working title of Sunflower, following on from the
lack of success garnered by the debut 45, and with yet another revision of the track line-up, was subsequently
handed back to the label, and accepted for release, along with the slightly adapted cover art, in August 1970.
In addition, during the intense period of activity, the band continued to work on new recordings, and a further
reference disc, again compiled for their personal use, was put together by Stephen Desper, and dated 1 June 1970.
This collection, once word was leaked of its existence, became the basis of the much discussed Landlocked album,
and the subsequent bootleg (see the following chapter), with six of the songs being ones that were discarded from
the initial collection of Sunflower compositions and which were still under consideration for any future releases.
Needless to say, as before, this reference disc was never a collection intended for any specific release and was put
together for the bands personal listening to establish track selection, track flow, audio mix…
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SUNFLOWER
Rear Sleevenotes (U.S. Edition)

“During the past decade, few musical groups have had as great an influence
on the world of music as the Beach Boys. The group set many of the major
musical trends of the 60s and their music brought joy to millions around the
world.
“We are delighted that the Beach Boys have chosen Reprise Records to
distribute their Brother Records label. I am happy to welcome Brian, Carl,
Dennis, Mike, Alan and Bruce and I am pleased to be involved in the future
they are creating.”
Mo Ostin
President: Warner Brothers Records
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A series of original Add Some Music color separations,
(note the memo to Ivy Hill Printing) and the final Sunflower
8-track release which featured the same design.
Courtesy of the Lee Dempsey collection
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APPEAL TO THE
GREAT SPIRIT
THE FAMOUS IMAGE

of the
Native American Indian, utilized by The Beach
Boys as the symbol for their own Brother
Records logo, was taken from the sculpture
Appeal To The Great Spirit, created by American
sculptor Cyrus E. Dallin. (1861-1944).
His acclaimed bronze masterpiece, one of
four similar Indian works he created, was first
displayed in 1908 at the National Sculpture
Society exhibition in Baltimore, and it was
awarded a gold medal at the Paris Salon the
following year. It now stands in front of the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, MA.

CELEBRATION!
OCTOBER 1970 and The Beach Boys perform before
a receptive audience at the hip Big Sur Folk Festival
in Monterey, CA (and appear on the subsequent LP)
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THE FLAME on Brother Records
Right: THE FLAME LP
Produced by Carl Wilson
Released on Brother Records (1970)
This South African quartet, comprising
of guitarist Blondie Chaplin alongside the
three Fataar brothers; drummer Ricky,
guitarist Steve, and Edries on bass (the
latter ironically known as ‘Brother’) were
discovered by Al and Carl performing in a
London nite club, and upon venturing
Stateside to record under Carl’s guidance
they subsequently performed alongside
The Beach Boys for a short period of time
before two of the members, Blondie and
Ricky, were integrated into The Beach
Boys themselves, contributing significantly
both live and in the studio to their
1972-1973 period.
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I’M A LEAF ON A WINDY DAY
PRETTY SOON I’LL BE BLOWN AWAY

HOW LONG WILL THE WIND BLOW?

19

SURF’S UP
Released on Brother/Reprise
Records (RS-6453) August 30th 1971
Produced by The Beach Boys
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 29
Sleeve Design : Ed Thrasher

Don’t Go Near The Water (Jardine/Love)
Long Promised Road (Wilson/Rieley)
Take A Load Off Your Feet (Jardine/Winfrey)
Disney Girls (1957) (Johnston)
Student Demonstration Time (Lieber/Stoller/Love)
Feel Flows (Wilson/Rieley)
Lookin’ At Tomorrow (A Welfare Song)
(Jardine/Winfrey)
A Day In The Life Of A Tree (Wilson/Rieley)
‘Til I Die (Wilson)
Surf’s Up (Wilson/Parks)
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THERE HAVE BEEN SO MANY tales of how The Beach
Boys, America’s outdated ‘teen relics’, had clawed their way back into the conscious of the
American public. Sheer hard work, show stealing appearances at the Big Sur Folk Festival
or at the Fillmore or Carnegie Hall, the introduction of a local KPFK disc jockey, one Jack
Rieley, into their ‘inner circle’, a new politically updated image... read into the revival as
you will. But one thing IS certain, that the music they created for their 1971 album release
on Brother/Reprise Records was a major stepping stone in their public resurgence.
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Under the guidance of Rieley who,
d u r i n g t h e e a r l y p a r t o f t h e y e a r,
undermined the management positions of
Fred Vail and Nick Grillo and stepped into
the hot seat himself, the band began to
make appearances in the right venues, to
the right audiences, performing new music
that was lyrically relevant to both the
political and ecological concerns of the
day. Their updated image, visually, was also
a sight to behold. Most of the band now
wore various examples of lengthy facial
hair, and their uniformed attire, be it
either the original Pendleton shirts, the
striking vision of ‘those’ striped shirts, or
even the late sixties chosen wardrobe of
white suits and scarves, were all now
consigned permanently to the vaults. The
band now seemed as one with the new
‘hip’ audiences of the day and the first new
album oﬀering to accompany this change
was equally as memorable...
Whilst 1970’s Sunflower had been a
wonderful lush example of the bands
harmonies, production and values, the new
album, reportedly initially scheduled to be
issued under the banner Landlocked (now a
much disputed/refuted labelling) but
renamed Surf ’s Up once the track selection
began to take shape, took the group into
new territory. A new awareness of the
earth’s ecology ran throughout many of the
songs, lengthy instrumental solos
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Crawdaddy (1971); with both hair, and
credibility, showing signs of increasing...
appeared, the harmonies appeared less
dense and the production stepped back a
notch. But what made the release so
inviting was the sheer quality of the
material. From the opening bars of the
Jardine/Love composition “Don’t Go Near
The Water”, through the impressive debut
of Carl Wilson’s solo songwriting abilities
and the pinnacle of Bruce’s tender “Disney
Girls (1957)”, down to the final three
oﬀerings from the mighty pen of the now
reclusive Brian Wilson, the album simply
oozed ma gnificence (perhaps only

excluding the Mike Love rough rock ‘n’
roll retread of “Student Demonstration
Time”, and the lightweight Add Some Music
outcast that was “Take A Load Oﬀ Your
Feet” – now minus the original title tag,
“Pete”). The only missing link to put a
question mark over the proceedings was
the contribution of middle Wilson
brother, Dennis. Apparently, in-house
fighting over the sequencing of the final
p r o d u c t r e s u l t e d i n D e n n i s ’s t w o
contributions, the wonderful moving
productions of “Wouldn’t It Be Nice To
Live Again”, and the collaboration with
Jack Rieley on “Fourth Of July”, being
dropped from the final release. According
t o v a r i o u s s o u r c e s B r i a n’s a c t u a l
contribution to the recording process were
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also somewhat limited due to his now
delicate and fractured state of mind, but
that didn’t halt the ‘rock’ critics heaping
praise on the album, praise that saw it
climb up the Billboard charts to an
impressive #29 (and don’t forget that the
previous release had failed to even appear
in the Top 100)...
The story behind the cover that graced
the package is also one that has a number
of variable options, although only one
perhaps really rings true. Warner Brother
Art Director, Ed Thrasher, a man who had
placed his mark upon a number of
previous oﬀerings from the group, is the
man who should be given credit for the
concept and layout of the cover, although
the late Jack Rieley, long-since removed of

his part in The Beach Boys saga, and with
thirty years of hindsight to his
benefit, also laid his claim to the package.
Who should we believe? The Grammy
award winning professional artist, with
further credits in the shape of Hendrix,
Streisand and Sinatra to his name? Or the
former disc jockey, who once bragged to
the band that he previously worked for
NBC News and had been awarded the
prestigious Pulitzer Prize for journalism?
Check out pulitzer.org and draw your own
conclusions. Rieley’s version of events
were detailed in a Mojo Magazine special
‘Album Covers’ edition a few years back:
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“I was in a car on Sunset and I noticed an
antique shop with that print in the
window. I thought it would make such a
moving cover, and it tied in with their
Brother Records logo. So I bought the
print and drove to Carl’s, who loved it,
went to Brian’s, who loved it and Dennis
came over to Brian’s and saw the print and
shouted, “You’ve got the fuckin’ cover!”
Love, Jardine and Johnston...” he added
with a sigh “were against it.”
Ed Thrasher however, when questioned
by this author shortly before his own
untimely passing, confirmed his printed

version of events as “my dad had it hanging
in our house, in a room where he’d host his
poker parties. One day, when I was in the
prop department at Warner’s, I saw a copy
of it and it clicked with me. I still have the
brass plaque which appears above the
Indian saying ‘The Beach Boys: Surf ’s Up’.
As for the boys, I don’t recall when they
first saw it...”
The print in question was based on a
legendary sculpture by James Earl Fraser
(1876-1953) entitled The End Of The Trail,
originally created when the sculptor was
just 17 years of age, in 1894, winning a
$1,000 award from the American Art
Association in Paris. Over the years the
original statue, and a subsequent 1915
18-foot recast, suffered a variety of
fortunes, from further prize-winning
exhibitions to virtual scrap heap, before
the recast wound up in it’s current location
at the National Cowboy & Western
Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City.
Certainly, it is a striking image, the
downcast vision of a defeated Indian
warrior, driven away from the homeland by
the advancing white men of the eastern
shoreline, although it remains
undocumented as to who actually took,
and interpreted the image from Fraser’s
sculpture and conveyed it so memorably in
the two-dimensional image we see before
us.
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Well, not quite, as the new
album's technical
specifications were not quite
as they appeared, and in
mockery
at Warner's request for
detailed notes engineer
Stephen Desper made up
all of the specifications
featured within the liner
details... and there is no
'U2 Boat Mike', an 'F111
Throat Model' or a Brother
Records cassette recorder
working at 30 ips on a 2"
wide tape with four-long
lasting flashlight batteries!
Whilst the model
DC456-1414 microphone was
actually an internal
telephone number
(Washington DC area) within
the White House !

question, and such was impact that the
original LP cover made that the image
reappeared on another best selling album,
t w o y e a r s l a t e r, w h e n A m e r i c a ’s
Homecoming album made its appearance in
the U.S. Billboard Top 10...
Finishing the front cover oﬀ was the
small simple brass plaque situated at the
top of the cover, as described by Thrasher,
that has the words ‘The Beach Boys –
Below: A later 1970s re-issue brought
further praise on the album

The 18-foot recast statue on display during 1915
Slight variations appear between the
actual statue and the pictured rendition,
although that is taking nothing away from
the credit that is Fraser’s claim. The front
sleeve of the album shows the subject with
the spear shaft in his left hand, whilst
Fraser portrayed it under the right side of
the body, and the head from the original
cast is very much more hunched under the
shoulders than that which graces The
Beach Boys album. Nevertheless, there can
be no denying the origin of the subject in
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LANDLOCKED
LOOP-DE-LOOP
SUSIE CINCINNATI
SAN MIGUEL
H.E.L.P. IS ON THE WAY
TAKE A LOAD OFF YOUR FEET
OVER THE WAVES (CARNIVAL)
I JUST GOT MY PAY
'TIL I DIE
GOOD TIME
BIG SUR
LADY (FALLIN' IN LOVE)
WHEN GIRLS GET TOGETHER
LOOKIN' AT TOMORROW
Although there was never a definitive line-up for
any Landlocked release (this was really no more
than a working title for the second Warner album,
if the title ever existed at all), these unofficial
collections are based upon a reference disc,
compiled by studio engineer Stephen Desper
during June 1970, for the bands own use, pulling
together a number of the songs the band were
working on over that period and for which may
have been under consideration for the follow-up
to Sunflower.

Surf ’s Up’ written so stylishly in the
Broadway Engraved font.

THE BEACH BOYS
SURF’S UP
.....
For the reverse of the sleeve the deep
blue and green hues that had framed
Fraser’s front image reappeared, this time
as an ageing parchment (or maybe even
tobacco leaf). The song titles were simply
laid out from top to bottom, and nothing
else was printed or featured that could
remove the impact of the barren, desolate
creation that was held up before the eye.
It really was a most impressive, yet
despairingly depressive sleeve to behold.
Initial pressings in the U.S. also featured
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“Oh Lord, I lay me down...”

Above: The impressive tri-fold sleeve that adorned America's second album Homecoming.
Former band member, Dan Peek, recalled: "It was the most expensive cover art ever produced by
Warners. We cribbed the image of the lone Indian from The Beach Boys, and the cover did paint a
picture of sincere eco-conciousness. Yet, we probably were responsible for some extra trees being
ground up to make our outsize cover that celebrated nature and mourned it's demise..."
inside the single sleeve a two-fold lyric
insert that featured a series of
photographic images of the band, along
w i t h a v a s t s p r e a d o f d r y, p a r c h e d
landscape. No credits were issued for the
pictures, although it is known that L.A.
photographer Bob Jenkins took most of
the shots featured, ranging from random
s h o t s t a ke n w h i l s t t h e g r o u p w e r e
rehearsing and recording in the studio to
‘live’ pictures, including the lone shot of
Dennis, behind his beloved drum kit, taken
at one of the performances during the
b a n d s 1 9 7 0 r e s i d e n c y a t L . A . ’s
Whisky-A-Go-Go club. Overall, and
despite the comparison to the bands
previous releases for both Capitol and
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Warner’s, it is clearly apparent how this
one sleeve epitomizes the mood of the
album held within.
Surf ’s Up deserves serious listening for sure,
it deserves serious appraisal... for it is
indeed a serious oﬀering.

“Trees like me weren't
meant to live,
if all this earth can give is
polution and slow death..."
Next page: The group performs at the
Whisky-A-Go-Go during November 1970
(Note: this was not the evening that Brian
joined them onstage)
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The 1915 recast as it stands today (above)
and (left) the sculptor in 1910, with two of
his early reproductions of the famous image.
There is no record as to the fate of the 1894 original.
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was born and raised in Southern California. After serving four years in the United States
Navy, during the Korean war, he attended the Los Angeles Trade Technical College and
County Art Institute. He was hired by the Capitol Records art department prior to
finishing school and spent seven years working in the legendary tower, rising to the
position of Head Art Director, before being lured away in 1964 by the then fledgling
Warner Brothers Records, which was then located in the old camera repair building at the
Warner Bros. Studios in Burbank.
During his stint at Capitol Ed worked on a great number of projects, many for the
musical 'greats' of the 20th century, and many of his works grace the record collections of
millions around the world. Frank Sinatra, Barbra Streisand, The Beatles, Edith Piaf, Dean
Martin, Bonnie Raitt, Ella Fitzgerald, Emmylou Harris, The Grateful Dead... and, of
course, The Beach Boys, were all fortunate to have had the talents of Ed Thrasher behind
the visual presentation of their music. However, it wasn't always the household names that
benefited from his visual eye, and amongst the vast output of albums issued by the label
one particular release on Capitol Records, Sunset Surf, credited to John Severson (issued in
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November 1963), and released during the initial fad
for 'surf music', featured not only a stunning
Thrasher sleeve design, but also the image of the
creator himself on the front cover...
Along the way, in 1962, Ed married actress Linda
Gray, later famed for her role as Sue Ellen in TV’s
Dallas, and the couple had two children, Jeﬀ and
Kehly, during their twenty-two years together. From
the point he left Capitol, in 1964, as the company
Art Director, and working alongside some very
skilled people, he helped build Warner Records into
one of the largest and most successful companies in
the recording industry. Ed was mostly responsible
for in both the design and the follow through
construction of the project.
Then, with twelve Grammy nominations for
album packaging, including one win and just about
every other award there was in his field, Ed left
Warner Brothers Records in 1979, after fifteen years
with the company, to form Ed Thrasher and
Associates, an advertising business which created
the art for such films as Prince’s Purple Rain, Mel
Gibson’s Mad Max, and other films for stars in the
calibre of Meryl Streep, Goldie Hawn, and many
other notables. During later years Ed split his time
between his home in Aspen, Colorado and his
winter home at P.G.A. West in La Quinta,
California, and during the spring of 2006 I was
fortunate enough to be able to chat briefly with
him, online, about his extensive career and
involvement with The Beach Boys. What follows is
some of that conversation:
Right: Examples of Ed’s design work...
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MS: Firstly, if I may enquire, what was your
background? Did you grow up in California
yourself ? Knowing that you were involved with the
sleeve on John Severson’s Sunset Surf album makes
me curious if you lived the ‘Beach Boy’ lifestyle we
hear so much about in their lyrics? And is it correct
that you wrote one of the tracks featured on the
Severson release?
ET: I did grow up a Southern California beach kid. Back
then we did mostly body surfing. Instead of sunscreen, we
used Baby Oil to burn and brown faster... smart, huh? I
also spent time at the quarter mile drag strips, driving a
hot roadster. Regarding the Severson album... how did you
ever come up with such an obscure item?? Yes, ‘Murphy’s
Grey Wet Suit’ was my song on that LP, and just to round
out the package, along with my brother-in-law, I'm one of
the three guys on the front cover...
MS: So how did you get involved with Art &
Design, and, in particular, with Capitol Records?
What were the early albums you recall working on?
ET: As a kid, I was always drawing, so after four years in
the Navy, during the Korean thing, I enrolled in an art
school in Los Angeles. A short time later, I was hired into
the Art Dept. at Capitol Records. While there, I had
several ‘firsts’... the first two Beach Boy albums, and the
first Beatles album, ‘Meet the Beatles’, which we put
together from material they furnished. George and I later
became good friends during the ‘Dark Horse’ days at
Warner Bros. Records. Also, it was great working with
artists like Nat Cole, Stan Kenton, Sinatra, and groups
like the Kingston Trio and many others.
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MS: How involved were you with The Beach Boys
early albums? Do you recall working with Capitol
photographers Kenneth Veeder and George Jerman
at all (both credited with many of the groups early
publicity pictures)?
ET: I have a some fond memories from that time. The first
album cover, ‘Surfin Safari’, we shot at a place called
Paradise Cove in Malibu, the location was later used to
shoot the James Garner series ‘The Rockford Files’. The old
hippie pick-up truck was one I ran across on Hollywood
Blvd., and hired it for the shoot. In the beginning it wasn't
unusual for the boys to show up at the Capitol Tower
barefoot. With success came a grand estate in Bel Air with
a large sunken living room which they, naturally, filled
with sand. Once a Beach Boy..! Ken Veeder and his
assistant, George Jerman were staﬀ photographers at
Capitol and good friends. Ken passed away quite a while
ago and George in more recent years. I was lured away to
Warner Bros Records in 1964 to take over W/B and
Reprise Records as the Art Director for both labels.
MS: Obviously your name starts to crop up
regularly once the group, and yourself, relocated to
Warner Brothers. I know that you designed and
took the inner photographs for the 1970 Sunflower
album. Personally speaking, it’s my favorite BB
album in both sound AND design, but what are the
memories you have of the photo shoot in the
Burbank back lot and the sleeve design?
ET: When I went to W/B I also signed on to be my own
photographer. This allowed me to do a more complete
package in the process, concept through completion. For
‘Sunflower’ I had this great setup on the back lot at
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Warner Brothers. After getting all the props, costumes, etc., Mike Love decided not to show up. Maybe
there was a bit of a pissing contest going on with the guys??? I went ahead and shot the group
individually and had to bring Mike Love in later, looking very Christ like!
MS: Surf ’s Up – and James Earl Fraser’s End Of The Trail image is perfect for the mood of
the album, although former group manager Jack Rieley tried to claim credit for the design
a number of years ago. Clearly your version of events rings true but do you recall any
dealings with the groups management team in how they wanted the design and/or
packaging to look?
ET: When I was growing up my dad had the painting ‘The End of the Trail’ in the room where he
and his pals played poker. I found a copy of it in the Warner Bros. Prop Department all those years
later and reproduced it for the ‘Surfs Up’ album cover. Maybe you can figure out why I put the two
together... I can't! But I still have the brass title plaque in my den. As for the management, I don’t
recall them being involved. Where art was concerned, I never looked at myself as just a record
company employee, no matter who the act was... more like having my own business within the
company. It was important for me to have the artists confidence, be it Sinatra or Tiny Tim. I always
attempted to be an extension of their music.
MS: Carl & The Passions – So Tough came next, with a very retrospective image of the red car
and the silhouettes of the palm trees. Do you recall working with the actual artist Dave
Willardson? Was the overall retro ‘feel’ of the sleeve a result of the group harking back to
the early days when they called themselves ‘Carl & The Passions’ ?
ET: Dave Willardson is a wonderful artist, who, along with his partner, Charles E. White III, did
many good covers for me. Both excellent illustrators. However, I didn't do ‘Carl and The Passions’ as I
recall...??
Note: Despite Ed’s recollections of not being involved with Carl & The Passions his name appears on the sleeve
credits as Art Director.
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MS: From a career point of view, when you won the 1974 Grammy for the best album
design, you must have been in great demand. Do you have any particular favorite albums
and designs from that period?
ET: I had been nominated (for a Grammy) twelve times before 1974, with no wins, so that year I
decided not to go.... and sure enough my assistant Christopher Whorf and I won for the sleeve design
on Mason Profitt's ‘Come and Gone’ LP. I also had the pleasure of working with so many great artist,
it's hard to pin it down to a few when we're talking about people like Streisand, Hendrix, Prince,
Richard Pryor, Sammy Davis, Dean Martin and on and on. In 1972 Sinatra came out of a two year
retirement to record an album tied into a T.V.Special titled ‘Command Performance’. I had a thought
in mind while photographing him that night, and later presented him with a mock-up of the cover,
which merely said ‘Ol’ Blue Eyes is Back’. No artist name, just the title. Frank loved it and the rest is
history. He sent me one of the signed posters reading "For ol’ smart ass Thrasher, who started the whole
goddamn thing" signed Francis Albert. Next time he appeared in Vegas the marques read 'Ol’ Blue
Eyes is Back’, and when Dean Martin came to Vegas the same marque read 'Ol’ Red Eyes is Back’.

MS: Unless I’m mistaken, the 1976 release 15 Big Ones was your final contribution to The
Beach Boys album sleeves. I’ve recently spoken with Dean Torrence* who has outlined
how the design came about, but how did your contribution fit into the overall
presentation?
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ET: Unfortunately ’15 Big Ones’ is one of those
blurry projects which I don’t recall that much
about.
MS: Finally... and now? Do you still keep
your hand in the industry? I know you left
Warners in 1979 to pursue Ed Thrasher &
A s s o c i a t e s / Ad v e r t i s i n g , b u t a f t e r
photographing such greats as Sinatra,
Streisand, Hendrix etc you must have
many fond memories...
ET: As an independent, after I left W/B in 1979
I did some movie posters... the most notable was
Prince’s ‘Purple Rain’, produced by Warner Bros.
and ‘Mad Max Beyond The Thunderdome’, also
by Warner Bros. My photographic agents are in
Los Angeles and they have all my memories on
file, enough to fill a lifetime. I've been working
on a book over the past two years called ‘Oﬀ The
Re c o rd : 2 0 Ye a r s o f Re c o rd i n g Ar t i s t
Photography’ by Ed Thrasher, accompanied by
snippets of stories of what was going on at the
time. All I need now is a good publisher’ !
Sadly, the book never saw publication as
Ed passed away during August 2006, aged
74, shortly after this article was completed,
and I wish him peace in his final resting.
His work will not be forgotten...
My personal appreciation goes to Ed’s son
Jeﬀ for his communications and time.
*My recollections with Dean Torrence about ‘15
Big Ones’ is featured in Part 3
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1962 – Nominee
Potpouri Par Piaf by Edith Piaf
1963 – Nominee
At The Cannes Festival by Carl Reiner/Mel Brooks
1964 – Nominee
Poitier Meets Plato by Sidney Poitier
1965 – Nominee
The Aznavour Story by Charles Aznavour
1965 – Nominee
Concert In The Virgin Islands by Duke Ellington
1966 – Nominee
Sammy Davis Sings / Laurindo Almeida Plays
1967 – Nominee
Gold Standard Collection by Hank Thompson
1971 – Nominee
Hot Platters Various Artists
1971 – Nominee
Sharepickers by Mason Williams
1972 – Nominee
Sunset Ride by Zephyr
1974 – Winner
Come & Gone by Mason Profitt
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Carl & The Passions:
So Tough
Released on Brother/Reprise Records
(2MS-2083) May 15th 1972
Produced by Brian Wilson, Dennis Wilson,
Carl Wilson, Mike Love, Alan Jardine, Ricky
Fataar, Blondie Chaplin (especially Carl)
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 50
Art Direction: Ed Thrasher
Cover Art: David Willardson
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You Need A Mess Of Help To Stand Alone
(Wilson/Rieley)
Here She Comes (Fataar/Chaplin)
He Come Down (Wilson/Love/Jardine)
Marcella (Wilson/Almer/Rieley)
Hold On Dear Brother (Fataar/Chaplin)
Make It Good (Wilson/Dragon)
All This Is That (Wilson/Love/Jardine)
Cuddle Up (Wilson/Dragon)

WITH THE BAND'S POPULARITY on the rise once more,
and with their credibility starting to make notable inroads amongst the rock elite, one
would have hoped that follow-up release to the 1971 oﬀering Surf ’s Up would have firmly
established the band back amongst America’s most valued rock clientele, but sadly it was
not be. When the 1972 album appeared, barely distinguishable as a Beach Boys release
from the front cover artwork, the bands progression sadly took a step or two backwards.
The raw production, the seemingly random hopping of musical styles, and an apparent
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uncertainty of which direction their music
should be heading all came together to
make for a confusing collection, seemingly
made up from the four diﬀering camps
that the band were unwittingly splitting
itself into.
On one side was the Carl Wilson, Mike
Love and Alan Jardine axis, essentially the
current core of the band, bringing in tunes
such as “All This Is That” and “He Come
Down”, whilst on the other side was
brother and cousin Dennis, bringing his
own lavish composing talents to the very
forefront with “Make It Good” and
“Cuddle Up”, the expressive results of a
series of sessions alongside group touring
member Daryl Dragon (both of these
tracks were the results of a proposed solo
outing from the middle Wilson brother
that, sadly, failed to see fruition). Then
there was the now rather limited input
from former head Beach Boy Brian, often
holed up in his Bel Air mansion, but still
capable of providing the group with
quality material such as “Marcella”, and
“You Need A Mess Of Help To Stand
Alone”, when the urge infrequently took
him... and finally there was the new, soulful
input of “Here She Comes” and “Hold On
Dear Brother ” from the two recent
additions to the band, the South African
pairing of drummer and
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The two new ‘boys’ join the line-up
multi-instrumentalist Ricky Fataar and
guitarist Blondie Chaplin.
Both of the new ‘Beach Boys’ had
previously a part of The Flame, a South
African four-piece, discovered by Carl
Wi l s o n i n a L o n d o n c l u b , a n d
subsequently signed to the Beach Boys
own Brother Records label. Following the
release of the bands eponymous debut
release, produced by Carl, and after
brother Dennis had been forced to lay
down his drumsticks following a severe
accident to his hand that rendered him
unable to play, both Ricky and Blondie
were integrated into The Beach Boys
line-up. Quite how an American public
was going to react to the country’s original
clean-cut, homegrown group adding two
‘outsiders’ to the line-up was unclear, but
certainly, under the continuing guidance of
manager Jack Rieley, the band were eager
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to tread new ground. Unfortunately, that
left the one final band member very much
on the outside, and with a clear disregard
for Rieley’s managerial abilities it was
all-too apparent that Bruce Johnston was
going to step oﬀ the Beach Boy shuttle.
Mid-way through the sessions for this new
album Br uce quit, tactful l y citing
“diﬀerences in musical policy” as his
reasons, although it had reportedly been
fairly clear for a while that Bruce was, as
Mike had put it, “on a tangent that was
outside The Beach Boys for so many
years...”
When the new album finally appeared,
released under the title Carl And The
Passions – So Tough, Warner Brothers could
not have come up with a worse marketing
plan if they’d tried, for they chose to
initially issue the new 8-track collection in
the U.S. paired up with the 1966 Pet Sounds
album, as a ‘Special Two-Record Set’.
Whilst the rest of the world were able to
obtain the release as it had been intended,
a single disc, much of the initial focus
from the American media went on to
rediscovering Brian’s pop masterpiece
from six years previous, and the newer cuts
were unfairly judged alongside such
unforgettable gems as “Wouldn’t It Be
Nice” “God Only Knows” and “Caroline
No”. Struggling to a lowly #50 on the
Billboard charts the album has fared poorly
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Above: The original 2-LP
set without the band name

Above: The single LP edition with
band name now shown at the top

Above: The CD re-issue

(Left) German and Italian re-issues of the LP
over the years, misjudged and dismissed,
despite the quality of a number of the
choice cuts. However, as mentioned, sales
for the album could hardly have been
assisted by the somewhat deceptive front
cover which, on initial pressings, failed to
even include The Beach Boys name,
presumably leading many to overlook the
new oﬀering as by a band named ‘Carl &
The Passions’. Later pressings saw fit to
highlight the group name in small print,
both black and white pressings were made,
along the top of the cover, and only
recently has the CD release seen the name
boldly placed on the cover in a clear
Stencil-styled font.
.....
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The actual artwork supplied was from a
talented airbrush painter named David
Wi l l a r d s o n w h o , a l o n g s i d e Wa r n e r
Brothers Art Director Ed Thrasher, had
also recently worked on the Grammy
nominated sleeve for Sunset Ride by the
rock band Zephyr. The new Beach Boys
sleeve provided a very retrospective image,
depicting the shiny side door of a red 50’s/
60’s styled automobile, through which the
airbrushed palm tress and sun shades of a
sun-laden beach could be seen... very
Beach Boys, but very unlike the music they
were now producing. Then again, the
actual title of the record, elegantly
displayed in etched writing on the side of
the car door, harked back to the late 50’s/

early 60’s doo-wop acts,
and would perhaps have
been far more suitable to a
oldies-but-moldies ‘hits’
package than one for
newer
material.
Ne v e r t h e l e s s ,
this
particular style of
airbrushing was very ‘in’
during this period, and
Warner’s perhaps saw the
polished image as being
ver y relevant to the
‘now’...
although
u n f o r t u n a t e l y, w h e n
questioned upon the
subject matter for the
release, former Art
Director Ed Thrasher had
no recollection of participating on the
album, despite his name appearing
alongside that of Willardson on the rear
sleeve credits. For his part Willardson has
gone on to far greater, and more widely
recognizable achievements...
The rear of the cover (or the centerpiece
during the initial Pet Sounds pressing) was
also a bit misleading in its representation
of a united band, set against a backdrop of
Willardson's palm trees, seeing that the
inclusion of Brian in the featured
p h o to g r a p h w a s , a s h a s l o n g b e e n
suggested, a simple cut and paste job. His
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brooding, sullen image was taken from an
alternate group picture, captured on
camera by L.A. photographer Bob Jenkins
back in April of that year, during the early
album sessions, and notable for being one
of the last, if not the last picture of Bruce
as a group member – phase one. Whilst
this particular photograph failed to include
newcomers Ricky and Blondie, both were
there for the group picture that did appear
on the rear of the sleeve, also taken
sometime during the early months of 1972
although, as outtakes from the session
show that neither Brian nor Bruce were
present for this one.

springtime greenery. In addition, the high
rise block upon which they stand looks
distinctly European in structure, which
leads one to believe that this was taken
during the bands earl y forays into
Holland, during mid April of that year, and
days after Bruce’s exit from the lineup,
when they set up a touring base around
Amsterdam. The true saga that would
become the Holland album had yet to start,
and Brian’s invitation to join them had not
yet reached the postbox, but the band
were happy with what they found in the
rural settings of this low-lying country, and
plans were made to put together a
semi-permanent recording base there once
the forthcoming European tour was
completed (see images from the tour on the
following page).

Top: Brian and Bruce appear in this April 1972
photograph, with Brian’s image later added to
the group photo shoot from Amsterdam (below)
Amongst the few alternate pictures that
circulate from this particular photo shoot
it’s apparent that the warmer weather had
not yet arrived, with both Carl and Alan
wrapped up with scarves and coats, whilst
Mike confuses the issue by attiring himself
in winter poncho and straw boater, and yet
the barren branches of the trees in the
outdoor shots are clearly still void of any
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Fi n i s h i n g o u t t h e r e a r o f s l e e v e
presentation were the neatly, centralized
album credits, with production duly
aﬀorded to each group member, including
both Blondie and Ricky (and ‘especially
Carl’) whilst, as mentioned, notice is also
given to Ed Thrasher and Dave Willardson
for their contributions. Engineering kudos
are handed out to Stephen Moﬃtt, and
Alan’s mom also makes her long overdue
appearance (after all, she did help pay for
the boys instr umental hire back in
September of ’61...) for renting the bass
fiddle on the first session!

I am that, thou art that,
All this is that...
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A TH I N G O R T WO 9

T j{ÉÄx _Éà by fâÇá{|Çx
The airbrush art work
of David Willardson
“Warner Brothers knew that I was a pinstripe artist
in my younger years and they thought it was a perfect
match to airbrush a retro style car and design the title
in that early pinstripe style script. Everything was up to
me and it was liked by both Warner Brothers and The
Beach Boys...”
ACKNOWLEDGED BY BEACH BOYS FANS
throughout the world for his retrospective concept that
graced the cover of the Carl and the Passions: So Tough album,
David Willardson is now recognized as one of Disney’s
premier artists of the modern age...
Willardson somehow found himself at the core of the
airbrushing rebirth in the 1970s. It may be that he was just in
the right place at the right time, because it seems, without
trying, he helped pave the road for the emergence of the
airbrush from closets and drawers to become the hottest
technique in commercial art for over 20 years.
When Willardson was in art school, the commercial art
world treated the airbrush with the same kind of respect
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dogs show a fire hydrant. Actually, even
less. Dogs, at least, have a use for fire
hydrants.
During the late ‘60s, the techniques
Robert Petty and Alberto Vargas mastered
to such perfection just a generation earlier
were disdained by teachers and art
directors, who had a major influence on
commercial art. If teachers weren’t
teaching or encouraging airbrush work,
and art directors didn't want to buy it,
then the airbrush gathered dust.
"It was completely unacceptable in
commercial art," Willardson says.
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By then, the airbrush's high point was
more than a decade past. The exquisite
pin-ups painted by Petty and Vargas, so
popular through World War II and a few
years after, were no longer in vogue. In the
1950s and later about the only airbrushed
commercial art with any exposure was
produced by Otis Shepherd for Wrigley
Gum. And, though it kept a mere flicker of
the flame burning, the brighter glare of
other art techniques attracted all the
attention. Still, Willardson "could see its
application in projects I was working on."
Though he was intrigued by the
airbrush's potential for blending colors and
softening edges, the Thayer & Chandler

cars were on the road, and in magazines
and covered model box tops, in plain view
for every teen-age boy growing up in those
years. Willardson grew up in Southern
California, and he still lives and works in
Glendale. Since he was a boy, art has been
his driving goal. "From the time I was five
years old, there wasn't anything else I
wanted to do," he says. "It consumed my
time, often to the detriment of my studies.
I drew, painted, sculpted. Anything."

Model B brush - a gift from his father stayed in its box while Wil lardson
attended the prestigious Art Center in
Pasadena. He wasn't even a closet airbrush
user in those days, he says. "It was a
private thing," he recalls. "Not what one
talked about."
It's not that there was no airbrushing
around for Willardson to see. Much later,
reflecting on some influences that had
seeped into his subconscious, he recalled
the auto pin-striping artists who jazzed up
hoods and fenders.
"What probably came back the loudest
visually were those gradated flames from
cars in the ‘50s and ‘60s" he says. Those
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From the tenth grade, his goal was to get
into the Art Center and pursue a career in
commercial art. He made it there in 1962.
His enrollment at the nationally
recognized school, the other students he
met, and the timing all became
cobblestones in the road leading to the
airbrush's revival. "I met an amazing
number of very talented students," he
recalls. "The students you're with have just
as much influence as the instructors."
Before, between, and after classes,
Willardson hung out and talked with
fellow students. They traded ideas,
theories, and support to cope with the
angst of art.
"Without that experience at the Art
Center, I'd be doing something completely
diﬀerent today."

The ideas bred in that hothouse of talent
were fed by the times, the turbulent
upheaval of the 1960s, where everything
"establishment" was questioned and
challenged. "There was a new attitude
developing," he continues "we were
encouraged to experiment with new
techniques to set us apart." Still, even at a
school where the young and talented
sought different and cutting-edge
techniques, the airbrush wasn't considered.
In 1965, within a year of graduating,
Willardson teamed up with Charles White

III, an artist who would become another
icon of the airbrush revival. According to
Willardson, White was a later convert to
the tool. "I mentioned the airbrush to him
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and the reaction was negative. He teased
me about it."
At the time, White was swamped with
work for major clients like Continental
Airlines, Lockheed, and the National
Football League, and "it took the eﬀorts of
two people working day and night to pull
those projects oﬀ ".
Two years later, Willardson broke out on
his own, though he and White stayed in
touch until they reunited ten years later.
Once he was independent, Willardson was
free to use whatever technique or tool he

fancied. "The day I left his studio was the
day I started using the airbrush," he says.
There was probably some good fortune at
work when he launched his solo career

h i n g e d o n t h e a i r b r u s h . Ma y b e t h e
challenging attitude of the decade and the
cycle of artistic taste combined to pry away
some of the old prejudice against the tool.
Or, maybe the quest for something diﬀerent
reached the right level.
An art director for West Magazine, a
weekly publication of The Los Angeles
Times, was so captured by the airbrushed
promo work Wil lardson sent that he
loaded the artist up with jobs. Every week
assignments came in, and every week two
million readers saw what the airbrush
could do. That, Willardson says, was really
the start of its comeback - massive, regular
exposure. "It was the premiering of airbrush
work." And, it was not just the magazine's
Los Angeles readers who saw it. Advertising
agencies began to take notice. So did art
directors in New York.
With its rebirth in Los Angeles, airbrushing
became known as a West Coast technique.
Its expansion to the East Coast received a
boost when White moved to New York and
brought the technique with him. At that
point, the popularity of airbrushing started
to permeate the business like a good idea, or
an epidemic - someone has it, gives it to
others and they too bring it to new places.
"It was starting to become so popular a
technique on the West Coast, you were crazy
not to pick it up," recalls Willardson.
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exposed to what the airbrush could do,
even if they did not realize how those
striking images were produced. By the
middle of the 1970s, the airbrush was out
of the drawers and closets and back at
work with a vengeance.

Everyone wanted airbrush illustrations,
and the appetite grew as more people were
exposed to the work. It seemed like the
market would become saturated, but at
about the same time, another industry
jumped on the airbrush's capacity to
p r o d u c e r e a l i s t i c i m a g e s . Re c o r d
companies began demanding airbrushed
illustrations for album covers and some of
the decade’s most memorable commercial
artwork appeared on the sleeves of albums.
Willardson did hundreds of them. "It was
great timing," he says. "We were starting
this new technique, and this new media
appears. There was a good ten years of
exposing this technique to millions of
people."
The album covers expanded the audience
for airbrush work beyond advertising
illustration. Maine to Mississippi were
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"Our imagery, all of a sudden, was all over
the world," Willardson says. In 1977, he
reunited with White, who asked him to
work on a series of astrology illustrations.
They formed Wil lardson & White,
probably the best known studio for
airbrushing in the country and, at the
time, maybe the world.
"We were inundated with more work
than we could handle...". So they hired
more former students from the Art Center
and trained the a ssistants in their
technique. More airbrushing disciples were
created. Though some in the art world
called the airbrush a fad from the start of
its rebirth, there seemed no end to its
popularity and the demand. Much of it
focused on the Willardson & White
studio. During that period, Willardson
says, a young female artist from Japan
visited their studio, showing tremendous
interest in their work. She left with a stack
of their posters and other examples of the
style they had made popularized. "The
next thing we know, this young lady
created a look like ours in Japan, and she
became very hot" .

In 1974 came the invite to create the now-infamous front cover of Rolling Stone
magazine. In fact, Willardson was commissioned to create artwork for five Rolling Stone
covers, although two were not used (“I ran late a lot; I’m kind of a perfectionist. I
missed the plane to San Francisco to deliver the paintings”). His instantly recognizable
image for the cover featured a pin-up girl riding a silver vibrator, created for an article on
Steely Dan (the band was named after the silver dildo in William Burroughs’s novel
Naked Lunch).
“It was a phallic image,” Willardson recalled. “Mike Salisbury, the art director, kept the
cover until the last minute before the issue went to press. Probably hours later the shit
hit the fan! Mike was brilliant at selling his covers and ideas. It was Mike’s idea, but how
I composed it was my job. I had seen a Superman cover from the 1940s where Superman
was riding a bomb, and always remembered that image from when I was a kid. Putting
that pin-up on that bomb was just a slam dunk.”
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The industry then lunged into another
huge, powerful audience that was too
young to even care what an album was.
Kids. The ones who can pester money
from a parent's pocket better than anyone.
Disney was the first to attempt to create a
new look for animation through
airbrushing, Subsequently, every studio in
Hol l ywood, like MGM and War ner
Brothers, had to follow. Widespread family
exposure to the airbrushed character
images provid ed another oﬀshoot bonus.

" Hu n d r e d s , i f n o t t h o u s a n d s o f
illustrators around the world, trying to
paint every pore and every hair, rendered
themselves out of business."

"It created ancillary users," Willardson
says. Child-intensive corporations like
McDonald's and Burger King had to have
those images to go with their promotions.
"They all wanted that look, a lot of
airbrush artists started doing it. It's had a
good ten year run and it's still going."

"The competition watered down the
ability to make the kind of living you'd like
to," Willardson says. "I had to find a new
canvas."

About the time the pint-sized audience
began to see familiar airbrushed images,
the love aﬀair between art directors and
t h e a i r b r u s h's s t a p l e s t r e n g t h ,
hyper-realism, was fading. Enough artists
were finally providing enough sharp-edged
airbrush realism to fill the audience’s
demand.
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The more gentle outlines of the cartoon
characters, however, were an escape from
what had become the airbrush trademark,
and the small army of airbrush artists that
Wi l l a r d s o n p r o b a b l y h a d a p a r t i n
recruiting was testing the market’s ability
to absorb their work.

He kept his studio until the early part of
the 2000’s and has since shifted his
attention to the dual role of artist and
manufacturer. Now, Willardson's paintings
go on large platters. But these 16-inch
diameter plates are signed and numbered,
not like the usual ones you see, Willardson
says. "It's like a limited edition print, but
on a diﬀerent canvas."

Unfortunately, being a manufacturer is
not the same a s being a creative
artist and he now spends most days
attending the duties of a factory boss,
leaving scant time for painting, though
he keeps at it. "I still get on the board
every day," he says. "I paint five or six
hours a day." Except it's done at night
after payroll, production, and
promotion decisions have been made.
The surge-plateau-surge a gain
popularity of the airbrush shows the
cyclic nature of commercial art. So does
the return of an older airbrush style in
the pin-up...
In 1973, he did a poster for the
American Graffiti film project that
helped launch another spin-oﬀ direction
for airbrush work. Everyone from Levi's
to soft drinks to tool companies wanted
pin-up work. The demand lasted four or
five years, and now, decades later, it's
coming back, Willardson says. "The last
few years, I’ve started getting a few
calls. Now, I'm constantly getting work
on new pin-ups," he says.
Also during that 1970’s period, David
was asked to do a painting of Goofy by
an advertising agency for Walt Disney
World. Jeﬀrey Katzenburg, then head of
animation at Disney, saw the ad and
immediately commissioned David to
paint the major movie posters for
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blockbuster animated movies such as Bambi, Cinderella, Snow White, The Little Mermaid,
Aladdin and The Lion King to name a few. The years have passed since then, and David is
now considered to be one of Disney’s brightest stars. David creates a new genre of art he
calls “Pep Art.” While Pop Art incorporates elements of modern pop culture and the mass
media into various works, Pep Art brings energetic color and a vigorous graphic painting
style together while melding with modern pop culture and mass media.
David’s success brought him a rare and welcomed opportunity. Disney Animation saw
the talent and fresh new look that David brought to life with his paintbrush bringing
classic characters new life and with the inspiration of a contemporary master. Willardson’s
characters exude the pure personality and soul first granted them by the old masters.
“They are living legends to me,” Willardson says, “just like Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable
and James Dean.”
With Disney’s support David’s undertook his first gallery exhibition in the United States,
at Animazing Gallery in 2002, and then launched a successful international tour, with two
sold out shows in Japan, earning him a permanent place in animation art history.
Article excerpts reprinted and adapted from Airbrush Action (February 2000)
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LEAVING THIS TOWN

fo r a n o t h e r o n e

21

HOLLAND
Released on Brother/Reprise Records
(MS-2118)
January 5th 1973
Produced by The Beach Boys
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 36
Photography & Art: Russ Mackie
Layout: United Visuals, Amsterdam

Sail On Sailor (Wilson/Almer/Kennedy/Rieley/Parks)
Steamboat (Wilson/Rieley)
California Saga
i) Big Sur (Love)
ii) The Beaks Of Eagles (Jeffers/Jardine/Jardine)
iii) California (Jardine)
The Trader (Wilson/Rieley)
Leaving This Town (Fataar/Wilson/Chaplin/Love)
Only With You (Wilson/Love)
Funky Pretty (Wilson/Love/Rieley)
BONUS DISC
Mount Vernon & Fairway (A Fairy Tale)
(Wilson/Wilson/Rieley)
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ONCE WE GET PAST THE LEGEND

that is SMiLE, and

the stories of the sandbox and of the tragic circumstances that often surrounded their
personal lives, possibly the one tale that pops up time and time again during the regular
retellings of The Beach Boys saga can be summed up in one word... Holland.
Ask any dedicated follower of the band about their own thoughts on the project, and it
won’t simply be a musical recollection on the soulful statement that is “Sail On Sailor”, or
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the visionary image that is the three-part
“California Saga” or the beauty
that is “Only With You”... or
even the humorous yarn
that is “Mount Vernon
& Fairway (A Fairy
Tale)”. Oh no, for
somewhere along
the line they will
stretch out the
story, and turn the
tale into a lengthy
monologue of why,
how and where, usually
commencing with “and did
you realize ?”
Such was the impression
that this peaceful
European countr y
made on the group,
and
their
then-manager Jack
Rieley, during the
1972 tour, that they
made plans to
record the next
album in the serene
settings that they had
encountered. Howe ver,
making plans was far easier that
the actual realization of the event. In the
region of forty-five personnel, and three
canine companions, made the sojourn
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from the sunny climes of Californ-i-a, all
sprinkled into various domiciles
around the small country. In
addition, once it became
apparent that no
Dutch studio could
accommodate them
for the proposed
extended period of
time, the group
chose to create
their own studio in
Baambrugge,
fourteen kilometers to
the southeast of
Amsterdam, lying on the banks
of the gentle Amstel river.
They initially built the
vast console and
surrounding
attachments in L.A.,
under the guidance
and watchful eye of
engineer Stephen
Moffitt, and then
shipped the entire
studio, piece by piece,
a c r o s s t h e At l a n t i c ,
occupying the three daily
flights to Amsterdam for four
and a half weeks solid. Further problems
were also encountered during the stay - the
first of which was that Moﬃtt couldn’t get

The Bambrugge studio (below left)
and the Kromme Waal

the expensive console to function at all.
Not even one spark in the dark. And once
that problem was eventually overcome
they discovered that the converted barn
they had purposely chosen in which to
record the album in certainly wasn’t the
most soundproof of buildings. Reportedly,
various studio takes were abandoned due
to the sound of nearby cows, grazing in the
fields, permeating through the walls of the
old shack! And as if that wasn’t enough to
contend with - Brian was hardly at his
most prolific during this period either,
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taking at least three
attempts to even get him to
board the airplane, whilst Dennis found
himself so frustrated during the long
drawn out process that he relocated
himself to the distant, and sunnier Canary
Islands, 4000 kilometers away, choosing to
fly back to the sessions to make his
contributions as and when necessary... and
then to top it all oﬀ, after the weeks of
recording sessions, Warner Brothers
rejected the completed oﬀering!

Hastily finishing oﬀ the unsatisfactory
results back in Los Angeles, and replacing
t h e we a ke r “ We G o t L o v e ” w i t h a
previously abandoned gem entitled “Sail
On Sailor” (co-composed by Brian, Van
D y ke Pa r k s a n d a h o s t o f B r i a n’s
t h e n - a s s o c i a te s ) , t h e a l b u m f i n a l l y
appeared during January 1973 to a healthy,
if unspectacular reception. Peaking at a
reasonable #36 on the Billboard charts the
album has lasted the test of time well,
possibly standing alone as the bands
creative ‘rock’ pinnacle – and the last
vestige of true credibility that they would
manage united in a recording studio.

Rehearsing in the Bambrugge studio
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The packaging that graced the album is,
perhaps, one of the most creatively
unsatisfying pieces to appear on a front
album cover. Artistically, it is a very
intense and well thought out concept. The
focus of attention that is drawn to the
upturned, reflected image of a boat on the
Kromme Waal, a canal that runs through
Amsterdam, with the two young boys
fishing in the murky waters and the
majority of the frame concentrating on the
distorted vision of the surrounding
canal-side buildings, reflected in the brown
rippling waters. Surely there cannot be any
purchaser of the album, over the past

forty-plus years since the release graced
the record stores, who has not turned the
sleeve upside down, thus viewing the
picture in its original context, and
scrutinizing the picture we now see. The
cars parked against the waterside, the
partly obscured sign in the background
(“Piet de Jonge”) and the boat itself, with
the boys innocently casting their bait from
the stern, with the sign “Te Koop”
(meaning “to buy”) painted on the small
cabin roof. It truly is a wonderfully
unobtrusive scenario, so becalming, so
melancholy... and yet, one cannot help but
feel that overall this is/was very poor use
of such an opportunity with, what was
then, a 12-inch square blank canvas.
The small wooden sign that appears at
the top of the sleeve, with the strange
green highlighting of the word ‘boys’, also
appears completely out of context with the
photograph itself, and it makes one
wonder if the artistic side of the
presentation hadn’t perhaps taken that
step too far in relation to the music...
Interestingly, a U.S. audio cassette reissue
of the album mistakenly featured the
corrected upturned picture on the front
cover, the only known instance of this to
date (top right)...
The only photographic credits that
appear on the sleeve suggest that the
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bands traveling
attaché,
Ru s s
Ma c k i e ,
was
responsible for this
memorable image, in
addition to the
pictures that grace
the rear of the
sleeve, although
there are indications
that a number of Dutch photographers
may also have been involved with some of
these prints. Certainly, the name of
long-term Beach Boys collector Gabriel
Witteveen has been acknowledged in print
before as potentially being involved to
some degree, although his direct
involvement has been brought into
question in more recent years. Whilst a
series of outtakes featuring Dennis,
pictured atmospherically alongside a dark
Amsterdam canal (the same photo shoot as
for the cover maybe?), are credited to
respected Dutch photographer Gijsbert
Hanekroot (who had worked with the
band previously) and although research
suggests he may be responsible for much
o f t h e Ho l l a n d p h o t o s h o o t , i n
conversation with this author he could no
longer recall such specifics. Additionally,
the company name of 'United Visuals of
Amsterdam' is notably aﬀorded ‘Layout’
credits on the cover...
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For the rear of the sleeve we are treated to a
series of individual black and white
photographs of each band member (note that
onl y Brian and Dennis, the two lea st
contributing members to the album, appear
pictured out of a performing or musical
scenario), set against a rural Dutch landscape
of hills, fields - and cows (perhaps those very
same Holsteins that were credited with
interrupting the recording process) along with
the reappearance of the wooden sign bearing
the phrase; The Beach Boys Holland...
Composing and lyrical credits are also listed
against each band members name and picture,
although there is notably no complete track
listing or running order present, which at first
glance leaves one unsure as to how many new
tracks are actually featured (at least four song
titles have duplicate listings, due to the
various band members contributions). It is
also evident how Warners continued on with
their favored ‘Technical Notes’, listing the
various recording appliances utilized on the
sessions - without the humorous insight of
their former engineer Stephen Desper’s witty
piss-taking (see the Surf ’s Up entry).

Left: The laidback Dutch way of life
proved to be a little frustrating for
the high-speed ethos of Dennis, who
relocated elsewhere during the
recording process...
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At the top right of the rear sleeve is an
equally confusing message for the record
buyer, seeing that ‘this album includes one
12-inch and one 7-inch disc, or
one-and-a-half long playing records’, and
without the benefit of a full track listing
for referral it leaves one mightily confused
as to WHAT was featured
within. The subsequent
inclusion of the bizarre
Mo u n t Ve r n o n &
Fairway (A Fairy Tale),
as a ‘bonus’ on the
7 - i n c h p l a t t e r, i s
clearly all too
unclear...
The ‘bonus disc’ itself,
a lilting 12-minute tale of
magic kingdoms, princes and
pied pipers (that could only have come
out of the imagination of Brian Wilson) is
housed in a full color sleeve, drawn by
Brian himself, showing the distorted image
of the ‘Magic Transistor Radio’ that
appears throughout the actual story, and is
a nice, if a touch unnecessary (certainly
from Warner’s expenses point of view)
addition, even it makes the entire package
that touch more impressive. However, the
story to the full financial accountability of
Holland still doesn’t quite end there, as in
order to recover some of the company’s
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outlay on this
extra va gant project,
Warner Brothers chose
to publicize the release of
the finished album with a
publicity booklet, issued as a
promotional tool in advance of the
release. An exceedingly slimline aﬀair,
oﬀering no additional photographs (bar
one of the newly constructed studio
booth) and comprising just five pages of
text, retelling the remarkable story of how
this project came about, this is an
interesting addition to the project,
although the presentation of it (a totally
irrelevant striped front cover, resplendent
with two-pin plug sockets) is yet another
disappointing aspect to the tale that shall
forever be, just... Holland.
At least we will always have the music...

We Got Love...

The regular issue rear sleeve (above) and insert
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The U.S. album originally came
with a lyric sheet enclosed
(below left), but it notably
omitted the lyrics to “Sail On
Sailor”, the late addition to the
featured track selection.
Meanwhile, one of the most
desirable Beach Boys items for
collectors is the initial German
issue of the album, as this first
pressing was mistakenly
released containing the original
track line-up, including "We Got
Love", the Fataar/Chaplin/Love
composition that was
subsequently removed to make
way for “Sail On Sailor”...
although note that Mike Love
received no co-writing credit on
this sleeve pressing (below)

SHORTLY AFTER the release of the
"Holland" album this press release was
issued by Negram, Warners
Dutch-based distribution arm...

January 1973

EVERYONE WILL KNOW that last summer The Beach Boys spent 6 months in
the Netherlands. The seniors of the music business chose our country to record a new LP.
The peaceful Dutch atmosphere being the main reason for this. The LP ‘Carl And The
Passions’, the first on their own Brother label, and also the first to be distributed by Warner
Bros, did not really do as well as expected, and therefore The Beach Boys decided to try
something completely different for their next album.
Right now we have reached the stage that this new LP, titled ‘Holland’, is ready. On
January 5th it was released in the U.S., therefore it couldn’t have been released earlier than
the 5th in the Netherlands. However, Negram did their best to ensure the that album was
ready for release on the 5th and not a day later, in which it succeeded.
The album features compositions from all Beach Boys (they all get a fairly equal amount of
songs) and is accompanied by a separate single that includes Brian Wilson’s fairytale
‘Mount Vernon And Fairway’ (in small print it says that this story should be played in the
dark). During The Beach Boys’ stay in the Netherlands there was a lot of contradictory talk.
Initially the album should have been finished by November, but this turned out to be
impossible, due to the fact that there was a last-minute change in the tracklisting. ‘Sail On
Sailor’ was added to the album, a wonderful composition that definitely justifies a
two-month delay, and the song will also be released as a single on January 12th.
In the meantime The Beach Boys have returned to the U.S., where they just completed a
successful tour. Recordings made during this tour will probably be used for a live-album,
which should see a release around April. Carl Wilson is currently seriously considering a
permanent move to the Netherlands. He is also planning to record a solo album this
summer, which might even be recorded in a Dutch-based Beach Boys studio, but let us not
forget that these are, as yet, only plans.
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AUGUST 3rd
1972

Two days before leaving Holland, a party is organized for The Beach Boys
by the Dutch record company Bovema-Negram, held to celebrate the end of
the recording sessions. The venue is the Belle Amie Club in Scheveningen,
near The Hague, owned by Theo Cuppens, manager of the Dutch band, Tee
Set (featuring vocalist Peter Tetteroo).
Audree Wilson, mother of Brian, Dennis and Carl, flies in from Los
Angeles especially for the occasion. During the evening Jack Rieley, the
groups current manager, announces to the local press that the new
songs will appear on a double album to be called "Holland", and each
band member is presented with a special photograph book,
commemorating the visit.
Audree, Marilyn, Carl and Mike join the party (below)
Mike, with Peter Tetteroo (right)
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A Windswept
Cypress Tree...

WHERE THE RUGGED MOUNTAIN MEETS THE WATER...
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A TH I N G O R T WO 1 0

The Holland Booklet
“and with my old guitar
I’ll make up songs to sing...”
Popular demand for the album has ensured that this
accompanying promotional booklet now fetches
impressive prices amongst collectors...
UNTIL NOW, in a career spanning
more than a decade, The Beach Boys have
recorded exclusively in California. They
were the patron saints of surf boards,
Hondas and cruisin'. With record sales in
excess of 70 million (group sales second
only to the Beatles), they spread the
good-time gospel all over the planet. The
Beach Boys/California identity became so
powerful that one virtually stood for the
other. That proved a mixed blessing. And
suddenly last summer they reacted, on no
less than a monumental scale, to a pressure
that had built up over several years.
Concentrating on their widely recognized
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obsession - technological advance - they
took oﬀ for Holland where the surf 's
NEVER up and went through some half a
million dollars settling in and arranging for
nearl y four tons of fl ying studio, a
prototype for the future, to be brought
from America. The evidence of the whole
incredible adventure is their new album,
simply called Holland.
Gouda Vibrations
The Beach Boys did not pick Holland for
their getaway entirely at random. As
they've often sung, they've been all over
the great big world. They know precisely
what they're looking for. In February of
this year they came to Amsterdam to
appear on the Grand Gala du Disc, a Dutch
TV spectacular. They had not been to
Holland since December, 1970, when they
battled crippling logistics with sensational
results. After being fog ged in at
London-Heathrow, they scrambled for a
jet at neighboring Gatwick Airport. They
could not get a flight to Amsterdam, so
they landed in Brussels where they were
met by a caravan of a dozen Mercedes.
They drove like madmen to Amsterdam
where a play-by-play account of their
progress was being broadcast to the
waiting audience. As dawn approached,
the band sincerely doubted there would be
an audience, if and when they made their
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February 1972: Performing live on ‘The
Grand Gala Du Disc’ TV Show

destination. But when they strode on stage
a quarter past five in the morning, it was
to a full and clamoring house. Most
rewarding, from the band's viewpoint, was
this crowd's enthusiasm for their new
music. (They weren't all screaming "Fun,
Fun, Fun.") It left The Beach Boys with
lasting gouda vibrations. When the group
returned for the TV special, it was thought
that they'd stay only a week. The week
turned into months when they gladly
succumbed to the spell of Holland's
all-encompassing calm. They decided

Amsterdam would be the base camp from
which they administer their European
tour, that the tour would wind up there
and that they'd stay on to do some
recording. The latter decision brought
with it problems in logistics that made the
'70 stunt look pale.
Room Service, Send Me a Room
The first person to suﬀer the extent to
which this was not going to be easy was
one Bill de Simone, erstwhile Hollywood
PR man. His job was to fix houses and
transportation for the entourage. (The
roll-call below will indicate the toughness
of being in Bill's shoes, wooden or
Florsheim) With no prior knowledge of
Holland's critical and chronic housing
shortage, Bill manfully tried to retain the
n e ce s s a r y 1 1 h o u s e s i n Ha a r l e m , a
handsome residential area convenient to
EMI studios. In two weeks, he did well to
find four. Inevitably, personnel were
scattered within a 30-mile radius of central
Amsterdam. The scatter-ees were Brian
Wi l s o n , h i s w i f e , t w o c h i l d r e n ,
sister-in-law and house keeper; Dennis
Wilson with wife and child; Carl Wilson
w i t h w i f e , t w o c h i l d r e n , m o t h e r,
brother-in-law, housekeeper and two dogs;
Mike Love, with wife, two kids and a
maid; Al Jardine with the same as Mike;
Ricky Fataar with wife and in-laws;
Blondie Chaplin and girlfriend. For
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starters. Then there was chief engineer
Steve Moﬃtt with secretary and son;
additional engineers Gordon Rudd and
wife, Jon Parker and girl, and Thom
Gellert and admirers; Russ Mackie, the
group's travelling attaché; Jack Rieley,
Brother Records' senior oﬃcer and the
man at whom the buck stops, his secretary
Carole Hayes and her husband, plus Jack's
dog. And not least, Bill, who sought shelter
for all. In the end they were sprinkled
through the Netherlands thus: Jack, Russ
and Carole in Amsterdam; Carl and
Blondie in Hilversum; Brian in Laren;
Ricky in Vreeland; Jon and Thom in
Haarlem; Gordon in Heemstede; Steve in
Assendelft; Mike and Al in Bloemendaal all converging on a converted barn in
Braambrugge. Before the houses were
ready, all were put up in hotels. The
musicians' houses were each outfitted with
rented stereo and piano. They rented nine
Mercedes, one Audi, bought three VW's
and van. Aging visibly as he speaks, Jack
says, "Some day accounting will face a
column just called 'Holland'". Before they
obtained their present Amsterdam oﬃce,
Jack's duplex apartment, a furnished
summer rental, became Brother Records'
European headquarters. The oﬃce was set
u p i n t h e c h i l d r e n's r o o m , a l r e a d y
resplendent with bears, dolls and tables
not exceeding one and a half feet in

height. A Telex was installed with an
obliging Dutch answering ser vice. It
handled on the average, three-quarters of
an hour's messages per day, the printed
sheets unfurling like an endless paper
towel. So many transatlantic calls were
placed that the international operators in
Pittsburgh, through whom all such calls
are relayed, got wise to the number and
noted it to save time.
A Moveable Feat
As if things weren't hair-raising enough,
there was the ticklish business of Brian.
Brian had not budged in seven years, ever
since he gave up touring with the band.
His hearing is diﬃcult and painful and he
is intensely shy - perhaps the more so for
having been dubbed "brilliant" or "genius"
by various admirers. Any description of
him as a homebody or private person
would still fall short of the truth. He once
retired to his room, somewhere in the
rambling Edgar Rice Burroughs house in
Bel Air, for six solid months. To further
avoid even local travel, he constructed a
substantial studio in the living room of
this same house (a 30's Gothic aﬀair, right
down to the secret panels). With their
passion for technological improvement,
the group gradually made this studio
obsolete by their own standards, and
besides, Brian's wife thought it was about
time to do some living in the living room.
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The studio was duly dismantled. Getting
Brian to Amsterdam was every bit as
touch-and-go as getting Bobby Fischer to
Reykjavik. A miasma of false starts and
silences. His wife, kids and housekeeper
went over first. Twice Brian got as far as
the airport and turned back. The third
time he appeared to get on the plane. A
phone call went through to Amsterdam to
confirm it. But three hours after the plane
landed there was still no sign of him. A
search of the aircraft yielded Brian's ticket
and passport, abandoned on his seat.
Oblivious to the panic was Brian who had
shuﬄed oﬀ the plane and fallen asleep on a
couch in the duty-free lounge, where he
eventually was found.
Operation Supersound
Of course when the initial decision to
record in Holland was made, it was

assumed that the group would use Dutch
facilities. They learned soon enough,
however, that the few existing studios were
already overtaxed, and no way could
enough time for an LP be booked. Still,
they had come too far to turn back. They
were sick of rush hour, poison air and
nerves. So they rashly commissioned a 21st
Century board, one borrowing liberally
from the future, and set it up in sleepy,
rural Netherlands. Steve Moffit was
minding his own business somewhere in
Santa Monica when he got a call from
Amsterdam requesting a studio to be
designed and constr ucted, then
disassembled, shipped and reassembled in
Holland. Steve, who had worked as
engineer on the Carl and the Passions: So
Tough album, had been involved in
discussions of possible recording in
Holland one day, but certainly building a
portable studio had never been proposed.
When Steve assisted with breaking down
Brian's living room, a "dream" console - a
24-channel quadraphonic monster - was
conceived, but shelved for the time being.
Steve's call came in mid-March. He was
given a deadline of June 1. His first move
was to contact all quality console makers
in New York and Los Angeles, requesting
prices and specifications for standard
models, and emphasizing the deadline.
The deadline was a dead end; none of the
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manufacturers could promise a thing in
less than 90 days. Steve's only alternative
was to create a studio from scratch.
Having made that decision, he decided to
go the whole hog and attempt the "dream"
machine fantasized during the Bel Air
breakdown. He would need help. Friend
and physics whiz Gordon Rudd was
understandably reluctant, but he was the
only man with whom Steve felt the project
had a chance. Looking back, Steve says, "It
was a ridiculous task to start with, with
only two men working on it - even for a
stock model. But the manufacturers were
proposing ones twice the size with half the
functions. Most of the people who design
consoles have never actually had to use
them".
"I Was Virgin Console"
When Steve and Gordon completed
their design, construction took place in a
2,000 square-foot warehouse/laboratory in
the back of an "adult" movie house in
Santa Monica. The place also served as an
inventory of all Brother Records' gear,
including the earthly remains of the Bel
Air studio. Once construction started,
assemblers worked 24 hours a day in shifts
to get the job completed. As soon as he'd
finished his co- ordinating work with
c o n s o l e i n A m e r i c a , S te v e f l e w to
Amsterdam to supervise its assembly

there. When the components for the
custom-built studio began shipping, Beach
Boy equipment occupied every single
flight from LA to Amsterdam (of which
there are four daily) and, to correct
breakdowns, every Amsterdam to LA
flight (of which there are three daily), for
four and a half weeks. The specially made
crates alone cost over $5,000. The heaviest
single item, the racks containing the
limiters, Kepexes, Dolbys and prodigious
patch bay, actually cracked the tarmac as it
was rolled out to the plane for loading.
The gross weight of all parts was 7,300
pounds. It was dodgy. Although the
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individual parts had been tested, the
system as a whole had not had time for a
try-out, and now the condition of any part
may have been aﬀected by the extreme
cold in the plane's freight bay. Even if they
stayed in California, it often takes a full
month to get a new system compatible.
They were flying blind. Steve recalls, "We
fin a l l y g o t i t a l l h o o ke d u p . . . a n d
NOTHING worked right!" He adds with
p r o f e s s i o n a l c a l m , " Yo u l e a r n i n
electronics to expect anything." He and
Gordon, who followed on to nurse the
monster, began working 18-hour days
trouble- shooting. The aggregate delay of

four and a half weeks scotched the groups'
plans for extra touring in order to defray
the summer's staggering expenses. The
group meanwhile wanted to mix down a
live tape from their spring European tour.
The 3M 16-track was unhitched from the
control room and taken to a studio in
town, where it proceeded to blow up and
all but catch fire. Steve was prepared with
over $3,000 worth of spare parts everything, in fact, except the one that
was needed to fix it. A 3M man was flown
from London to put it right. It then
behaved impeccably until the end of the
Holland mission, when it blew up again as
Steve was trying to make copy tapes.
Throughout the recording period, Steve
tended the touchy apparatus exhaustively,
vetting it out for four hours before
recording began each day, and for another
two hours after finishing up. It was a
Herculean labor, but Steve stayed cool,
meditating at home in suburban
Assendelft where TV of a Friday evening
aﬀords a choice of Flipper, Zorro and Rod
McKuen. And it was entirely worth it
when he stood back and admired his
creation - the streamlined, multi-colored
console supported on two pedestals with
no wires visible, glowing futuristically in
the dark. It was a wondrous anachronism,
sitting there in a one-time farm building in
rural Baambrugge. The building had, in
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fact, previously seen use as a studio, with a
4-track used primarily for commercials
and the odd Christmas album. Out front it
still bears the imposing name BBC2
(curiously, no relation to BBC2 of Britain).
Inside it was a disaster when Steve found
it. The acoustics were dreadful. He began
by having the floor re-laid six inches
higher so that the cables could run under
it. Sand was poured between the uprights
to avoid resonating. (Even the speakers
had sand, Malibu sand at that, to prevent
resonance.) Angles were built into the
ceiling, which was covered with spun glass.
The fiendish fluorescent lighting (strangely
popular in Holland) was quickly replaced
with a multitude of Study-Buddy lamps,
stuck on the wall, covered with diﬀerent
colored gels and controlled by dimmer
switches. The building's delighted owner
rushed around taking home movies and
garnering autographs, in between looking
after the cows whose faces loomed directly
out the studio windows.
Expensive Innards
Anyone with enough spare cash to buy a
private jet or pay parking fines in New
York City can now learn what is required
to duplicate The Beach Boys'
revolutionary control room at home. Start
with a Clover Systems (Gordon's firm)
30-input console with 20-channel monitor

system. Add 30 quad pans, 30 stereo pans
and a 1,000-hole patch bay with 1,000
jacks to stick in it. (This will be the biggest
patch bay on your block.) From England
you will need 20 Dolby Noise Reduction
Units, which alone will set you back more
than $12,000 (and to think, until a few
years ago all records were made without
them). Still, if you don't want that natural
hiss tape makes dirty-ing up your sound,
it's gotta be Dolbys. (The Beach Boys'
studio is actually wired for 34 Dolbys,
which they'll get around to installing when
they discover a way to use all those 24
tracks). Speaking of clean sound, for
another four and a half grand you can get
16 Kepexes. These are not extinct birds, as
their name implies, but rather magical
devices which allow sound through to the
tape only when the voice or instrument is
performing, thus eliminating the normal
hum and buzz that plagues idle but
turned-on equipment. They were supplied
to Steve and Gordon by the clever wags at
Alison Research, which is named after the
wife of the guy who does the researching.
From these same loonies, Steve and
Gordon got four limiters, more standard
equipment, inexplicably called Gainbrains.
What limiters limit is the dynamic range
of sound, diminishing too-loud noises
while beefing up weak ones, and, in
particular, encouraging guitar notes to
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sustain. All the Kepexes and Gainbrains
are adorned with little cameos of Alison
herself, at no extra cost. Fleshing out The
Beach Boys' control room are one Cooper
Time Cube Audio Acoustic Delay Unit,
two Little Dipper filters; two SAE Graphic
Equalizers (these are tone control devices
analogous to the treble and bass control on
home hi-fis, only more sophisticated); an
Orban Parasound stereo mixer; and to deal
eﬀectively with foreign power, three
Variable Speed Oscillators to run the tape
at 60 cycles; a 3M 16-track tape machine
with VSO built in; and a 3M 2-track
machine for mastering from the 16. For
cue system and studio monitors Steve used
Crown D60 amplifiers; for the control
room monitor, a pair of custom-built
Crown DC300 amplifiers. Two speaker
systems were especially made for Holland,
incorporating a concept he'd been working
on for five years. When mixing down, the
group uses inferior speakers - the object
being to get the sound first-rate on any
home system. Reviewing the particular
qualities which he feels set this system
apart from other good ones currently in
use, Steve first cites its modular
construction. Although it is only "half "
portable (it takes a week to disassemble), it
does allow for individual parts repair and
replacement within a minute. Second, at
the push of a button, all equalization from

the main part of the console is switched
into the monitor system. Third, the peak
indicating meters indicate with light rather
than needles, so they needn't be watched
as closely. It is as if your car's speedometer
turned from white to red as soon as you
went over the limit. Fourth and greatest
convenience is the 1,000-hole patch bay
which acts as a fail-safe system, especially
useful for mix down. Anything can be
patched into anything. If an equalizer
breaks, you patch it out and patch another
one in. You can reassign the position of
already-recorded tracks, grouping them as
you like. You can put a limiter before or
after faders, or anywhere you like. Steve
said they had occasion to use it all. As he
packs up his things in preparation for
another American tour, Carl Wilson
reflects on why Holland was such a good
idea. "We've all been wanting to leave LA
for a couple of years now. Holland is
friendly in every sense. The environment
eliminates distractions. The only kind of
tension is the good kind of working
tension - not the kind you get crossing LA
in rush hour. There is a subliminal feeling
of safety here. We worked long hours to
make up for the delay, usually waking in
the afternoon and then working 'til 5 in
the morning. It was so perfectly still at
night. Sometimes we'd walk out and see
Venus like a headlamp - amazingly bright!"
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Dutch Beef
There was one incident that temporarily
threatened tranquility. A musicians' union
called ANOUK (a subdivision of one of
the labor federations) was mighty
suspicious of The Beach Boys' presence.
They thought the band might be taking
away work from Dutch musicians, wanted
them investigated and, if need be,
deported. Brother Records prepared a
dossier to explain they weren't doing any
Dutch out of jobs, that they were in fact
using Dutch sidemen on occasion (p. ex.
the strings on "Only With You"), that they
hoped their activities would give a boost to
Holland's music scene. ANOUK was
agreeable. Their only regret - and a fair
beef - was that Dutch musicians couldn't
hope to do the same thing in America, due
to the notorious strictness of U.S.
Immigration. Overall, relations with the
Dutch throughout the project were
extremely good. The group recalls with
amusement that fans approaching for
autographs were given away by the sound
of their wooden shoes on the cement
outside the studio.
Leader of the Packing
Approaching Baambrugge from
Amsterdam it is as once plain why Carl
described as "a really good change, a
completely diﬀerent experience." The

drive takes about 20 minutes along a
four-lane divided highway flanked on both
sides by flat fields, cows and canals. Sea
birds fly overhead. The windmills are really

there, just like in the pictures, turning with
spatulate grace. The highway patrol drive
Porsches and it is said that the gypsies
drive Mercedes. BBC2 sits among a
col lection of unprepossessing farm
buildings, adjacent to a defunct
greenhouse. Just inside the door are
stacked 15 empty cases of Coke, conclusive
evidence of American occupation. In the
studio proper JR is methodically packing
the final bits. JR was the one who packed
the equipment originall y in LA for
shipping to the Netherlands; now he has
flown over specifically to re-pack the lot.
After proudly displaying a handsome trunk
he picked up in the Amsterdam flea
market to cope with the extras, he
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rhapsodizes about Great Packing. He cites
Dolbys and Thorens turntables as the apex
of the art, swathed in unending foam
rubber and expanded polystyrene.
Everywhere the studio shows signs of
recording's universal depredations - the
carpet tiles littered with ash, empty
cigarette packs, glutinous coﬀee cups, foul
ash trays. JR carefully arranges the
hardware in fishing tackle boxes. Assorted
percussion gives a tell-tale rattle inside its
horseshoe-shaped box. Inside each of the
custom-built crates is a neatly typed list of
contents - as if everything were going oﬀ
to some unimaginable summer camp. Of
course over the months loads of stuﬀ has
accumulated that was not part of the
original design - art supplies and empty
reels, a crate of fat 16-track tapes and
skinny 2-tracks, mike chord, headphones,
giant rolls of jute cloth. The floor is deep
in the tools of the packer's art - pliers
hammer, scissors, screwdriver, string,
Magic Markers and the ubiquitous foam
rubber. JR leaves his work for a moment
and carefully undoes the cover to display
the console, like Carter revealing the
golden mask of the boy pharaoh - and
there it lies, looking positively like God's
jukebox. When it arrives safely home it
will be reassembled and tested in the
warehouse/lab, then dismantled once again
for reconstr uction at some as yet

undetermined site - possibly Topanga or
Malibu.
Dutch Treat
Was it worth it? Or was this all a very
complicated dream, anyhow? Well, The
Beach Boys stand behind the experiment,
more than pleased with the results.
Brother Records has become so enamored
of Holland that they have set up a
permanent office in Amsterdam, an
exquisite 17th Century house overlooking
a mossy green canal. Upstairs, resounding
among the antique furnishings, is the shiny
black round thing that al the fuss was
about. Carl is still too close to the business
to be objective - that will take months. But
the other listeners are smiling that
knocked- out smile, and it looks like the
right idea was Holland.
Shelley Benoit: November, 1972
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Sail On Sailor (Wilson/Kennedy/Rieley/Parks/Almer)
Sloop John B (Traditional / Arr.Wilson)
The Trader (Wilson/Rieley)
You Still Believe In Me (Wilson/Asher)

22

IN CONCERT

California Girls (Wilson/Love)
Darlin’ (Wilson/Love)
Marcella (Wilson/Rieley/Almer)
Caroline No (Wilson/Asher)
Leaving This Town (Fataar/Wilson/Chaplin/Love)
Heroes & Villains (Wilson/Parks)
Funky Pretty (Wilson/Love/Rieley)

Released on Brother Reprise Records
(2MS-6484)
November 19th 1973
Produced by The Beach Boys
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 25
Sleeve Photography : Ed Caraeff
Sleeve Design: David Larkham & Michael Ross

Let The Wind Blow (Wilson/Love)
Help Me Rhonda (Wilson/Love)
Surfer Girl (Wilson)
Wouldn’t It Be Nice (Wilson/Asher/Love)
We Got Love (Fataar/Chaplin/Love)
Don’t Worry Baby (Wilson/Christian)
Surfin’ USA (Wilson/Berry)
Good Vibrations (Wilson/Love)
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Fun Fun Fun (Wilson/Love)

WHEN THE BEACH BOYS OFFERED

their new ‘live’

set to Warner Brothers, intended as a follow-up release to the 1973 Holland studio album,
they had no idea that the route to release would follow such a similar path. For, as they
had done with Holland, and with that of the Add Some Music/Sunflower collection three
years before, the giant music organization chose to reject the single vinyl album.
According to David Berson, executive assistant to Warner president Mo Ostin, it was
turned away simply because “it was a live album that didn’t make sense...”
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Nevertheless, undeterred, the group went
away and represented their proposed
release a short while later, with a new track
selection, and an expanded running time,
taking up four sides of vinyl, and
incorporating a far wider representation of
their catalogue. That too was nearly
rejected, but after the band made slight
alterations Warner agreed to issue the

had a greater retail price. It went gold if
you pro-rata the sales via the price...”

resulting product, and it proved a wise
decision on both parts, for the new
two-record set, finally released during
November 1973, went on to achieve
apparent gold* record status – although as
Berson notes (in the Stephen Gaines
biography on The Beach Boys), “It didn’t
go gold because it sold enough copies, but
because it was a double-record set and it

whatever other term was being banded
about at the time), it was a significant turn
of events. Three years before they had
barely managed to draw an audience of
one hundred people to one of their East
Coa st concer ts and now, fol lowing
critically accepted album releases in the
calibre of Surf ’s Up and Holland, the group
were once a gain in the ascension...
although it would take one further endless
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*Note: U.S. Gold Album Awards are usually
issued to commemorate 500,000 sales of single
album product - and therefore this album doesn't
'oﬃcially' register on the RIAA listings...
However, for a group considered by many
to be wa shed up, or wiped out (or

Former band member Bruce Johnston joins the group onstage at The Hollywood Palladium
summer to reach the plateau of success
they were once more destined to achieve.
Up o n f i r s t g l a n c e , l o o k i n g a t t h e
darkened image that adorns the front
cover of the gatefold sleeve, it oﬀers an
extremely sombre introduction to the
package. The angled, lone picture of
Dennis, standing at the front of stage,
microphone held out over the attentive
audience, bathed in the red glow of the
spotlights (or is that simply an added aﬀect
from the art studios at Warners?) suggests
little of what the record(s) may oﬀer
inside. Indeed, the simple fact that it IS
Dennis alone on the cover is a strange
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occurrence on it’s own, seeing that once
the album is placed on to the turntable he
is the one group member that has virtually
no representation within the grooves.
Choice performances from the middle
Wilson brother, and the acknowledged
sex-symbol of the band (just look at those
girls gazing longingly, crowded at the stage
front) during the 1972/1973 tours were
unforgivably ignored for this release although none of the shows taped featured
any of his solo moments in the spotlight and the cover does little to convey to the
potential record buyer exactly what
harmonious collaborations the touring
six-piece band have to oﬀer.

It remains undocumented as to which
venues during their extensive early 70’s
tours all of the images within this package
w e r e t a ke n a t b u t , f o r t h i s f r o n t
photograph,
renowned
music
photographer Ed Caraeﬀ accompanied the
band to the Hollywood Palladium, on
April 20th 1973, to take this particular shot
from the wings of the stage. However,
judging by the diﬀering stage clothes that
appear across the package, it appears that
Caraeﬀ followed the band to at least one
additional show to capture all of the
featured images.
Those in attendance on this particular
night in Hollywood were also no doubt
thrilled, and perhaps also slightly taken
aback at the sight of seeing the shadowy
image of Brian Wilson, along with former
Beach Boy Bruce Johnston, appear on the
stage during the encore, although neither
appeared in the photographs that adorned
the artwork, and Wilson reportedly
appeared to do little more than encourage
his bandmates with handclaps whilst
shuffling about uncomfortably in the
spotlight. Indeed, none of the Caraeﬀ
photographs that have circulated amongst
the fan community for many a year appear
to feature the group’s former leader and
songwriting mastermind, and only the
presence of one particular fan, with
camera in hand (see the following Section 11),
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appears to be able to confirm the presence
of the reclusive genius.
Credits for the actual sleeve layout is
shared between the established design
team of David Larkham and Michael Ross,
a pairing famously responsible for the
expansive layout that adorned the 1973
album Goodbye Yellow Brick Road by Elton
John, and who had also worked alongside
Caraeﬀ on Elton’s previous 1973 oﬀering,

The collaboration between Ed Careaﬀ and the
Larkham/Ross partnership for Elton
Don’t Shoot Me, I’m Only The Piano Player,
and on the Three Dog Night LP Cyan,
released that same year.
For his own part, Ed Caraeﬀ was widely
acknowledged as one of the leading figures
in music photography during the late 60’s/

“You’ll never hear
surf music again...”
JIMI HENDRIX: 1967

Ed Caraeﬀ was also responsible for this
iconic image of Hendrix, taken at the
Monterey Pop Festival, back in ’67
early 70’s, responsible for many awardwinning images featuring such established
names as the Rolling Stones, Jimi Hendrix,
Doll y Parton, Linda Ronstadt, The
Carpenters, Carly Simon, Frank Zappa,
Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Eric Clapton, Tom
Waits... and the Beatles. He also went on
to help document the Everly Brothers
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legendary reunion concert in London’s
Royal Albert Hall. It’s also interesting to
note that long ser ving Warners Art
Director, Ed Thrasher, who had worked
extensively with The Beach Boys during
their initial arrival at Warners, seemingly
played no part in either this release, or on
that of the preceding Holland.
The photographs taken by Caraeﬀ for
The Beach Boys In Concert album truly
capture the line-up in all their progressive,
long-haired glory. The rear sleeve features
a classic front of stage shot featuring all six
members, tinged in red and yellow hues,
melting away into an abbreviated track
listing (a major frustration once again for
the potential purchaser, seeing only ten of
the twenty tracks listed) and a series of six
individual group shots, including the rarely
s e e n v i s i o n o f M i ke ’s m u s i c a l
contributions, ‘woo-woo’ machine in hand,
whilst his exposed forehead stands proud,
for once bereft of any receding hairline
coverage...
As has often been reported, the images
of Dennis onl y go to heighten the
immense feelings of his being ‘lost’
onstage, as he seemingly wanders aimlessly,
removed of any significant instrumental
responsibilities (the damaged tendon in his
wrist depriving him of his earlier
drumming duties) - bar the occasional

THE BEACH BOYS
IN CONCERT
REJECTED
SINGLE VINYL EDITION
Projected Release Date: Fall 1973
Produced by The Beach Boys

keyboard role - right hand in pocket, left
hand finger pressed against his ear...
The center spread of the package contains
a further wonderful collection of full color
shots, broken up only by the central square
of recording and supporting musician
credits. All six members receive glorious
stage representation within the spread, as
does a small image of ever-loyal supporting
musician Ed Carter, pictured backstage
before the Hollywood appearance, although
whose face was hidden by the superimposed
‘eight ball’, standing alongside a reclining
Ricky Fataar in another shot, remained a
mystery for many a year... until keyboard
player Carli Munoz stepped forward.
Overall, the sleeve design is wonderfully
conceived once you have already committed
to making the purchase, and the enjoyment
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Wouldn't It Be Nice
Leaving This Town
Heroes & Villains
Marcella
You Need A Mess Of Help To Stand Alone
Let The Wind Blow
Do It Again
Wild Honey
Fun, Fun, Fun
Jumpin' Jack Flash
Below: The bootleg CD of the 1972
Carnegie Hall show, professionally
recorded for the above ‘live’ album

Round, round, get around
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Concerts known to have been
professionally recorded in preparation
for the original single disc LP
11/19/72 : Capitol Theatre, Passaic NJ
11/23/72 : Carnegie Hall, NYC NY

Additional concerts professionally
recorded for the expanded 2-disc LP

of listening to the wondrous sounds within
is only heightened by the amazing pictures
laid out before you but, as noted, for the
merely inquisitive viewer who particularly
wants to see what the release has to oﬀer
BEFORE parting with the hard earned
$$$, then it’s a diﬀerent story altogether,
and hardly an enticing proposition. No full
track listing, no songwriting credits, and
for the first time on a Beach Boys album,
no tr ue acknowledgement as to the
presence or importance of one Brian
Wilson. Woo-woo indeed...

8/12/73 : University Of Cincinnati, OH
8/15/73 : Auditorium, Chicago IL
8/16/73 : Auditorium, Chicago IL
8/18/73 : The Mosque, Richmond VA
8/19/73 : Nassau Coliseum, Uniondale NY
8/20/73 : Schaeffer Stadium, Foxboro MA
8/24/73 : Dillon Stadium, Hartford CT
8/25/73 : Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City NJ
8/30/73 : Merriweather Post Pavillion, Columbia MD
8/31/73 : Syria Mosque, Pittsburgh PA
9/1/73 : Century Theatre, Buffalo NY
9/2/73 : Massey Hall, Toronto ON

Songs performed during the above listed shows
t h a t d i d n’t m a k e i t o n t o t h e 2- L P s e t
Big Sur / California / Do It Again / Help Me Rhonda (lead vocals by Carl) / Help Me Rhonda (lead vocals by
Dennis) / I Get Around / It’s About Time / Jumpin’ Jack Flash / Long Promised Road / Only With You / River
Song / Student Demonstration Time / Surf’s Up / Wild Honey / Wonderful / WonderBill (Wonderful / Don't
Worry Bill) / You Need A Mess Of Help To Stand Alone
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Right: Label attached to the front sleeve of the South
African edition of ‘In Concert’, aimed at those familiar
with Blondie and Ricky’s South African roots.....
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A TH I N G O R T WO 1 1

THE BEACH BOYS
THE HOLLYWOOD PALLADIUM
20th April 1973

Note: The show was originally planned to take
place on March 16th (see above ticket) but was
later re-scheduled for the following month...
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NOVEMBER 1973 and the unforgettable image of Dennis Wilson,
microphone stand in hand, gazing out over a mesmerized audience, is first viewed by an
American public. The Beach Boys In Concert album, a wonderful two-record set comprising
of songs both old and new, is a perfect moment in time for the band, highlighting some
40 years later how the group were radically attempting to update their image. No more
candy-striped shirts and LPs overflowing with summer sunshine, this was a band
rediscovering themselves, playing to a hipper audience who were appreciating the newer
songs from albums such as Holland and Carl & The Passions almost as much as the familiar
hits of old. Well, on some nights this was so…
The sleeve the record was packaged in, as described in the previous chapter, was a
two-fold aﬀair, featuring a series of photographs taken during the bands April 1973 show
at The Hollywood Palladium – but other than the recognized series of images taken that
day by acclaimed snapper Ed Caraeﬀ very few, if any other photographs at all have been
seen in circulation from that memorable day – until now. Forty years have passed, but
during 2008 (when this project was first created for the initial website version) I was
fortunate enough to liaise with long-term fan, and California resident, Rob Shepherd,
who happened to be present that evening, and was kind enough to share some memories
and the photos he took of the event. Let Rob tell you the story…
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Rob: We just saw The Beach Boys concert. Ralph flew down to the
Hollywood/Burbank airport on Friday. Went and saw The Beach Boys in
concert, which was just fantastic!
Ralph: A complete groove...
Rob: Also, Thursday night…
Ralph: I saw ‘em in San Francisco. They did the exact same show. It was
outtasite!
Rob: We’ve got Beach Boys t-shirts on now. Ralph wore his Beach Boys
t-shirt to the concert.
Ralph: About twenty people asked me where I got it.
Rob: Real good reaction. On the tape later we’ll tell you about after the
concert. We talked to Brian Wilson…
Ralph: Al Jardine…
Rob: Bruce Johnston. And met some real Beach Boys fans out there
Ralph: Rob’s cat’s here on the floor, Rhonda. Beach Boys opened both
concerts with “Help Me Rhonda”.
(the song starts playing on the stereo)
Ralph: Hot mercy! It was Friday night, the 20th of April, man...
Rob: 1973, that we saw The Beach Boys at The Hollywood Palladium,
presented by KDAY and Pacific Presentations. It was sold out.
Ralph: All the seating was on the floor, except for the balconies. It was
jam packed.
Rob: Yeah, and really fantastic. We got some pretty good seats.
Ralph: Or rather on the floor, man.
Rob: When we went to the concert we stood in line, we got there about
4:45 initially, and there was already a line of hard-core fanatics already
in line.
Ralph: So then we got into the Palladium about 7 o’clock and people
were like asking me where I got the shirt and everything, and besides
that I was telling them about the concert I saw the night before, April
19th at Winterland. A full house up there the night before, fantastic
concert!
Rob: The first group to play was Mason Profitt. After that, Jesse Colin
Young, who we talked to afterwards. Then, of course, The Beach Boys
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came on.
Ralph: And they opened with “Help Me Rhonda”...
Rob: They played for about an hour and 45 minutes, with two encores.
Why don’t you read off the list, Ralph, of what they played? This is not in
the exact order that they played in, but it’s sorta close to it.
Ralph: “Help Me Rhonda”, “Funky Pretty”, “Darlin’”, “Heroes & Villains”,
“Caroline No”, “California”, “Surfin’ USA”, “Wild Honey”, “Do It Again”,
“Don’t Worry Baby”, “Marcella”, “Sail On Sailor”, “Wouldn’t It Be Nice”,
“Good Vibes”. Then they came back with their first encore and did “I Get
Around”, “Sloop John B”, “Fun Fun Fun”, “Jumpin’ Jack Flash” and
“Surfer Girl”. Then they came on again and did “California Girls” and
closed with “Ba-ba-ba ba-Barbara Ann”. It was fantastic, man. So, anyway,
after the concert we hung around.
Rob: We went to the back stage. We hung around for a minute, and then
we sorta went back, not back stage, but sorta back in the area where you
just get out of the stage there, and saw Al Jardine there, and we sat
around and just looked inconspicuous, and we were inconspicuous for
quite a while, so finally a guy asked us to go outside a little farther and
Mike and his brother were out there and I turned around and all of a
sudden we noticed Brian and his wife Marilyn. So we went over and
started talking to them. They were really friendly. Talked about the new
Spring album that will come out on Columbia.
(“Funky Pretty” begins playing on the stereo)
Rob: One of the songs they played (referring to “Funky Pretty”). Got a
good reception at the concert.
Ralph: And while we were waiting outside, Al Jardine was out there. Carl
walked by but Rob didn’t see him.
Rob: Right. We didn’t see Dennis. Then Brian and his wife left, said
goodbye to everybody.
Ralph: And we met this guy who was a super Beach Boy fan.
Rob: This guy, and his girlfriend, or his wife, and then a friend of his. All
big Beach Boy fans. The guy was going to law school. Said, like, they used
to hang out at Brother Records. He said their next album coming out will
be a double live album, and he and his chick had worked, was it three
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days or three weeks that they’d worked on that tape?
Ralph: Three weeks, at least…
Rob: A tape utilizing Beach Boys songs and lines...
Ralph: It mentioned 36 Beach Boys songs.
Rob: …that they gave to The Beach Boys. So we were talkin’ about Bruce
Johnston’s solo album that’s supposed to come out, and they said the
thing had fell through with Bruce and Dean Torrence and Terry Melcher.
So we went backstage and talked to Jesse Colin Young, who Ralph talked
to about Marin County. Then we found Bruce, the other guy there found
Bruce. What was that guys name? Do you remember, or did we ever find
out? His friends name was Nick. So we found Bruce and we just sorta sat
around and talked with him awhile. He was there with his woman, and
playing a few songs...
Ralph: On the piano, including one he’d evidently just written about The
Beach Boys.
Rob: So, we finally got out of there about 1:15 and drove back to San
Diego, and as soon as morning was breaking, about 5 o’clock, we had some
Jack Daniels and Seven-Up, and finally went to bed.
(“Barbara Ann” from The Beach Boys “Live in London” starts playing on
the stereo)
Rob: This was the last song of the concert, and also the song that’s famous
at our parties, with double and triple recordings of it.
Ralph: The reaction to the concert was so fantastic, they sounded so good.
They had as much as five or six musicians backing them up, besides the
regular compliment of Blondie, Ricky, Al, Mike, Dennis and Carl. This song
really was fantastic in San Francisco and LA. This one chick at the
concert kept asking me if they were gonna play “Barbara Ann”, she kept
singing it. All through the concert you could hear different people were
singing different Beach Boys songs…
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Later that day:
(“Got To Know The Woman” is blasting out on the stereo)
Rob: Alright! We got to know the woman, and here we are on the night of
April 22nd.
Ralph: 1973...
Rob: It’s almost 11 o’clock and “Got To Know The Woman” is on. Bruce
Johnston is comin’ up, so I guess we can turn it down a little bit.
Ralph: He played it the other night, remember? He started to play it…
Rob: Right! He started to play ol’ “Deirdre” for a girl that he said was his
best friend, wise, and very dear…
(“Deirdre” begins playing on the stereo, as we mention drinking beer and
Jack Daniels, and then “It’s About Time” starts up)
.....
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Note oﬃcial photogtrapher Ed Caraeﬀ caught on camera
himself (above) just behind Ed Carter on bass (to the left)
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“This was an absolutely wonderful
time to see The Beach Boys in
concert, as the group was still making
relevant new music, plus there was a
rapidly growing appreciation for both
their old and new recordings. Bruce
Johnston joined the band on stage
(that night), playing guitar and
singing, for both encores. Brian
Wilson appeared on stage for the last
encore. When Brian came on I had
used up all of my film except for one
picture, and his face is obscured by
the clapping hands of Gerry Beckley,
of America, who had also joined them
onstage for the second encore.
Unfortunately, this is the only photo I
got of Brian on stage (bottom left).
The outside area we mention
backstage was truly outside, but was
enclosed and was next to the main
backstage entrance. As people were
talking and milling around in this area
Al spent some time meditating. We
noticed Audree and Murry there when
Audree, who was walking with
another woman, shouted ahead to
Murry to wait up for them. This was
most likely the last concert Murry
attended”.

“When we mention sitting around with Bruce playing the piano it was on the stage, after the concert, as
the roadies were removing cords and stage equipment around us. Bruce’s song we refer to about The
Beach Boys was ”Ten Years of Harmony”, which we had never heard of until he played it that night. Bruce
was in a very reflective mood as he talked and sang, and I sensed that he really missed being a member of
the group. And for years I have wondered if the guy going to law school that we spoke with after the concert
(and who made the tape with his girlfriend) is still a major fan.
“Dennis was not drumming at the time, due to his hand injury, and he spent a lot of the time holding the
mic stand in the phallic manner depicted on the cover of ‘The Beach Boys In Concert’. The audience
reacted with laughs and cheers. When I bought the album that November I instantly recognized the venue
as the Hollywood Palladium with its hanging chandeliers. Ralph and I can both be seen on the cover,
although we are far enough back that no-one would recognize either of us without being shown exactly
where we were…”

A special thanks to Rob Shepherd and
Ralph Parker for their recollections with a further tip of the hat to Rob... for
safely storing these amazing pictures
so safely
193 - for so long!
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OOK OUT FOR PART THREE... LOOK OUT FOR PART THREE... LOOK OUT FOR PART
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